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The ’431 Patent

 

(57) ABSTRACT

  

 
  

 - V v . _ connected to

a network. Each of the information sources is assigned a

rank number which is listed in the database along with the

record for the information source. In response to a speech

command received from a user, a network interface system

accesses the information source with the highest rank num-

ber in order to retrieve information requested by the user.

  
 

The ’084 Patent



Disputed Issues 
 

Kovatch-based grounds 

- Whether Kovatch modified based on Neal meets the independent claims’

sequential access limitation

- Whether there is motivation for modifying Kovatch based on Neal

- Whether Parus met its burden to antedate Kovatch

 

Kurganov-262-based grounds 

- Whether there is written description for the claims reciting periodically searching

for new web sites (’084 claim 1; ’431 claim 9) for entitlement to priority claim
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Kovatch/Neal Combination:

Sequential Access Limitation 
DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE 4



’431 Patent Claim 1 

 
l. .\ system for retrieving inlomtaliun from pre—sclccted

web sites by uttering speech cotttntauds into a toice enabled
det ice and for providing to users retriet cd informal ion in an
attdio form \ia said \oiee enabled det ice. said system
comprising:

a computer. said computer operatitely connected to thetulcrttet:
a toicc enabled dctice openttiwly connected to said

computer. said voice enabled deuce configured to
recei\e speech commands from users:

at least one speakerdndependcnt speech rucogttlliolt
de\ ice. said speakervindependent speech recognition
det ice opcnttiwl) connected to said cotttpttler and to
said \oice enabled de\icc;

at least one speech synthesis de\ ice. said speech >)'lllltL‘SlS
device operatitcly connected to said computer tutd tosaid voice enabled det ice:

at least one instruction set for ident ttg ‘aid ittl'omtation
to be retrieved. said instruction set being associated
with said computer. said instruction sct comprising:
a plurality of pro-selected web site addresses. each said

web site address identifying a web stte containing
said ittftmnatiott to be retrie\ed;

   

Kovatch-Based Grounds — Sole Disputed Limitation 
’084 Patent Claim 1 

l. .-\ system for acquiring information from one or more
sources maintaining a listing of web sites by receiving
speech commands uttered by users into a \oice-cnabled
de\ ice and for providing itttormauott retrieved from the websites to the users in an audio l'onn tin the voice-enabled
det ice. the system comprising:

at least one computing device. the computing detice
opemtivcly coupled to one or more networks:

at least one speaker~independent speech-recognition
det 'e. the spettlter-independent speech-recognition
det tee operatively connected to the computing device
and contigured lo receive the speech commands;

at least one speech-synthesis device. the speech-syntlt “ '
det ice operatively connected to the computing det e;

memory operatively associated with the computing
device with at least one instruction set for identifying
the inlonttation to be retrieved. the instruction set being
associated with the computing device. the instruction
set comprising:

a plurality of web site addresses for the listing of web
's. each web site address identifying a web site

containing the information to be retrie 2
at least one recognition grammar associated with the

 

 

 
 

  
if said information to be if the information to be retrieved is not found

retrieved is not found at said first web site, said at the first web site, the 00111131??? configured to access
computer configured to seguentiallv access said plural- the plurahty 0f web sites remainlng 111 an order defined
fix of web sites until said information to be retrieved is for accessmg the llstlhg 0f web Sltes “htll the informa-
found or until said plurality of web sites has been tion to be retrieved is found in at least one of the
accessed; plurality of web sites or until the plurality of web sites

have been accessed;

 

set to obtain said inl'omtation to be retrieved. said
computer configured to lirst access said lirst web site of
said plurality of web sites and. if said iutomtzttion to heretrie\ed is [lot found at said lirst web site. said
computer configured to sequentially access said plural-
ity of \\ eb sites ttntil said information to be retrie\ed is
found or tutti] said plurality of web sites has been
accessed;

said speech synthesis device eotuigured to produce an
attdio ttte containing any retrie\ed infonnatiou

"lccted web sites, and said speech
 

from said pre
synthesis device further configured to transmit said
audio message to said users via said toice enableddevice,

 

 

DEMOt-JSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

identify new web sites and to add the new web sites to
the plurality of web sites. tlte computing device cott-
ligured to act a first web site of the plurality of web
sites and. it the tnforutation to be l‘Cll’lL‘V ed is not found
at the first web site. the computer configured to access
the plurality ol’ web sites remaining it an order delined
for accessing the listing ol’wcb sites ttntil the informa-
tion to be retrieved is found in at least one of the
plurality ol'wcb sites or until the plurality of web sites
hate been accessed:

the speech synthesis detiee cottligured to produce zm
audio message containing any retrieved inlonnatiou
from the plurality ol'web sites. and

the speech synthesis device lttnlter configured to transmit
tlte audio tttcssage to the users via the voice-enableddevice.

 

  
 



Kovatch Discloses Retrieving Desired Information ,431Petmonat13_l7,gz;
’084 Petition at 42-45, 59;

From S U ppl ie r web Sites ’431 Reply at 17; ’084 Reply at 21 
Kovatch
 

it _ Anita Queanngiue (4) FIG 4

Maps commands to an application defined using the HeyAnita Speech Objects

110 and Speech Applications 114, or HeyAnita function library (see example in

Appendix A) and state machine definition language. : ' ' ’

 
  , The Anita Query Engine does the following:

1) Play voice prompts for the user to exactly identify an application

2) Generate web URLs to initiate execution of the selected application

3) Hand over control to the Anita State Machine and Web Parser, described
below

* 'k 'k *

Example 2: Buying a CD

   
Assistant: I How can I help you?
 

User: Iwanttobuy the newgiuns and Roses CD Kovatch (EX. 1005) at Fig. 4, annotated in

Assistant: Please wait while'Ifind the cheapestpn'ce foryou.— ‘431 Petition at 17; ‘084 Petition at 45
has it for eleven dollars and ten cents. Would you like to buy it
 

now?

* * * * Feature: User Preferences
Example 2: Buying a CD

Assistant: How can I help you?

User: I want to buy CDs

Assistant: Would you like to_orfind the
cheapest price.
User: I like Amazon.  
Assistant: Please tell me the name of the CD or the artist...

    
 

Kovatch (EX. 1005) at 15, 20-21, cited at Kovatch (EX. 1005) at 23-24, cited at
‘431 Petition at 14-15; ‘084 Petition at 42-43 ‘431 Petition at 14-15; ‘084 Petition at 42-43
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Neal Teaches to Access Sequentially
’431 Petition at 12-13-

to Efficiently Use Resources and Obtain the Desired Item 1084petmon 6140-41 
Neal

  

FIG. 2

INPUT SEARCH TERM(S)

 

 
catalog ‘ '

[200  - , v , V by the algorithm 20(l and the logic will
proceed along schematic lines 228 and 234 until the results
of the match are re orted to the user 1n block 236. The

_although
there may be additional steps associated with payment and
order fulfillment.

202

  

   
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

206 ,, 1 I .
‘ the algorithm 20(l proceeds along

schematic line 208 to the second search strategy in block
210 1’. 1 ‘. ~ - seeonddataset_
‘ -' 12 ~ - 11 1 1 1 ‘ .1 _ In general, there15 no require-
ment that the second data set must be dilferent from the first
data set. For example, if the first search strategy in 206 failed
because there was no exact string match, it may be desirable
to perform a stern search on the same data set. In that way,
the preferred supplier may have more than one chance of
identifying the desired item within its catalog.

Similarly, in the preferred embodiment there is no require-
ment that the second search methodology in 210 must be

ditferent from the first search methodology in 206. For

 

210

NO MATC H

(om sens (SEARCH METHODOLOGY);

216 N0 MATCH

214   
 

  

  N0 MATCH 234

REPORT NEGATIVE SEARCH RESULT

REPORT
SEARCH RESULT

 
' deferred 5114.11-

 
Continuing with FIG. 2, if the second search strategy in

210 falls to yield a match, the algonthm 200 contmues alon
212 to the third search strate in 214, andd
dThethree vertical dots shown
in 218 are meant to schematically illustrate that the number
of search strategies is arbitrary.

226

    
  

Neal (Ex. 1007) at Fig. 2, cited at ‘431 Petition at 13; Neal (Ex. 1007) at 6:40-7:14, cited at ‘431 Petition at 12;
‘084 Petition at 41 ‘084 Petition at 40-41

DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE 7



The Kovatch/Neal Combination Applies Neal’s Teaching
’431 Reply at 17;
’084 Reply at 21 to Search Suppliers Sequentially in Order

Neal (Ex. 1007)
at Fig. 2, cited at

‘431 Petition at 13;
‘084 Petition at 41

New 

 
 

  
FIG. 2

202

206

210

214 
222 KERRY FEGATIVE SEARCH RESULT 

Peflflon 

 
  

 
  

 
 
  

 

   
 
  

Neal teaches techniques for “optimiz[ing] [a] search process b

Neal, Abstract. When, like in Kovatch. a user inputs a

"search" for a “desired item“ that may be "available from more than one supplier,

Neal, 3:35-36, 2:54-57,

5:55-60; IJpojffl 99.

. as shown in FIG. 2 (reproduced below). Neal,

6140-7: 14; Lipajffll loo.

Neal. 3:42-45. “[When] the search fails to

 

 
  REPORT

SEARCH RESULT

  
 

Kovatch (Ex. 1005)
at Fig. 4, annotated in
‘431 Petition at 27;
‘084 Petition at 55
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identify the desired item from any [supplier],. .. a negative search result is reported

to the user." Neal, 7:30-33; [1qu 10].

Neal, 4:65-52,
  
 

‘431 Petition at 12-14 (‘084 Petition at 40-42)



The Kovatch/Neal Combination Meets Limitation [1 .j] 
’431 Limitation [1 .j] ’084 Limitation [1 .j]  

 
. _ if said information to be

retrieved is not found at said first web site, said
computer configured to sequentially access said plural—
ity of web sites until said information to be retrieved is
found or until said plurality of web sites has been
accessed;  
 

Petition

 
 

' if the information to be retrieved is not found

at the first web site, the computer configured to access
the plurality of web sites remaining in an order defined
for accessing the listing of web sites until the informa—
tion to be retrieved is found in at least one of the

plurality of web sites or until the plurality of web sites
have been accessed;  
 

 

24, 23:25-29, FIG. 4; Lipqfl‘rn 105. , ‘ 
For instance, Kovatch describes an example where the user says, “I want to

buy CDs thereby requesting information (e.g., price information) needed to buy

information, and the system learns that the user prefers Amazon. Kovatch, 21:22-

 
Kovutch, 20:31#analogous to Neal’s search for “a red Bic pen"

 
  Sue aim KnvuIc/i, 2411-2 with FIG, 4 (preferred Amazon

web site searched first for books, before Barnes and Nobel); L/‘pqfi'filfil 103-105.

 
 

  
 

 
 

Kovatch (Ex. 1005)
CD5. Kavulch, 2l:19-25, 20:29~21:3; Lipujfli 105. Kovatchteaches that a at Fig. 4, annotated

in ‘431 Petition at 27;
plurality of web sites (“Amazon“ and “CD Now") may contain the requested '084 Petition at 55

Neal. 7:43-48)
  
 

Neal (Ex. 1007)

‘431 Petition at 14-15 (‘084 Petition at 42-43) at Fig. 2, cited at

DEMOi-JSTRATIVE EXHIBIT A NOT EVIDENCE

‘431 Petition at 13;
‘084 Petition at 41

Neal 

 
FIG. 2 —200 

202/“

206»

"PUT SEARCH ERM(S]

  
214’ (Mus

 
222

 
226

 
 

  

REPORT NEGATIVE SEARCH REsur

51);. (SEARCR METHODOLOGY);

 236

REPORTSEARCH RESULT

 

’431 Petition at 32-33;
’084 Petition at 60-61

 

 



Parus’s Arguments That Neal Does Not Teach Accessing

Websites Fail to Address the Petition’s Combination 
Parus’s POR Board’s Institution Decision:
 

 
First, as already noted, Neal does not teach accessing websites at all, and

instead teaches accessing static datasets in a partitioned database. Ex. I007 at

Abstract. Ex. 2059 at 1[ I2]. Neither the Petition, nor Mr. Lipoff, contend the

contrary. Pet. at 12-15, Ex. I002 at W 98-IO6.

* ‘k ‘k 'k

In light of these explicit teachings from Nail, that a sequence of search

algorithms should be used to avoid the drawbacks with the prior art. the Petition, and

Mr. Lipoff propose a combination with Ai’ca/ that employs a single keyword

matching search strategy — which Neal explicitly teaches away from. Neither the

Petition nor Mr. Lipoff‘s declaration explicitly say they are relying on the keyword

search, but a close reading of the two demonstrates that is exactly what they are

doing,

 
 

‘431 POR at 37-38 (‘084 POR at 43—45)

DEMOI‘JSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

 
Patent Owner contends that Neal does not teach claim limitation l j

because it does not disclose sequentially accessing web sites; rather, it

describes accessing intemal database files. Prelim Resp 46 (citing

Ex. 1007, 4:642). This argument does not account for Petitioner‘s

combination As explained above, Petitioner cites Kovatch for a teaching of

accessing web sites and Neal for a teaching of sequentially accessing data.

* 9: 'k *

Patent Owner further argues that the particular search strategies

described in Neal, e.g., proximity searching and string matching, are not

compatible with Kovatch, in that "[n]0ne of these are designed to

sequentially access a plurality of pie-selected web sites until the desired

infomiation is retrieved." Id. at 48; we also id. at 39. More generally,

Patent Owner argues that “Neal is disclosing sequentially applying search

strategies, or algorithms, to data sets in an electronic catalog, not accessing

web sites.“ Id. at 49; we also id. at 37 (“Neal does not disclose sequentially

accessing pre-selected web sites; rather, the Neal disclosure relied on and

identified by Petitioners discloses accessing pre-curated electronic catalogs,

not web sites"). Petitioner. however. does not cite Neal for teachings of

particular search strategies. Rather, Petitioner cites Kovatch for a teaching 

of searching web sites and Neal for a technique of sequentially searching

data sets. Pet. 12715. Thus, Patent Owner‘s argument is not persuasive.

See In re ’cl/cr, 642 F.2d 413, 426 (CC PA l98l ) (“[O]ne cannot show

non-obviousness by attacking references individually where. as here. the

rejections are based on combinations of references").

 
 

‘431 DI at 42-43 (see also ‘084 DI at 46)

’431 Reply at 16-20;
’084 Reply at 20-25

10



The Kovatch/Neal Combination Uses Kovatch’s
’431 Reply at 17-20;

Website Search Methodology on Each Website loanepwatm 
Parus’s Sur-Reply Petition 

j. |l.i| “said computer further configured to access at
least one of said plurality of web sites identified by
said instruction set to obtain said information to be
retrieved”  
 
 

(See Ex. 1005; Paper 22, (part of the Anita Server and Application Sewer

l7). Petitioners are now relying on Kovatch’s web parser to “search each individual computers) identified by the instruction

website.” Id. But a web parser, parses the HTML tags on a web page to expose or set executed by the Natural Language and Query Engines (see §§ VIl,A.4,f-i

render the data to the user; it does not search any data, and Kovatch’s web parser is above)_KUWIIL‘IL l3i33-l411. l5il-34,
no different. 17228-185; Liqui‘fil 157.

  
 

‘431 Sur—Reply at 16 (‘084 Sur-Reply at 18) ‘431 Petition at 32 (‘084 Petition at 59)

Kovatch

a_

Anita State Machine and Web Parser executes state machines written using a

 

proprietary function library. This retrieves information web sites and other

applications that are enabled for this operation. In addition, 1: '

 
It is not mandatory to make changes to existing web sites to make them work with

Anita State Machine and Web Parser.

 
  

. In this scenario the Yahoo! web site was not

modified to support the operations nor was it aware that a voice—enabled application

was using its HTML based services.

  
Kovatch (EX. 1005) at 15-16

DEMOr-ISTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE 11

 



Parus’s New Argument That Kovatch Cannot Find Information
’431 Reply at 17-20;

to Be Retrieved from Websites |s Unsupported and Wrong logiRepiyam- 4 
Parus’s Sur-Reply ’431 Limitation [1.i] 

For example. Petitioners now argue that Kovatch is relied upon “for a teaching

“access at least one of said plurality of webof searching web sites“ and refer to “Kovatch’s website search methodology,” but

sites...to obtain said information to be retrieved”there is no disclosure of website searching in Kovatch. (Sec Ex, 1005; Paper 22,   
l7). Petitioners are now relying on Kovatch’s web parser to "search each individual  

website." It]. But a web parser, parses the HTML tags on a web page to expose or

 
render the data to the user; it does not search any data, and Kovatcli’s web parser is KovatCh

no different N O
EVIDENTIARY

' _ I _ S U P PORT
431 Sur Reply at 16 (084 Sur Reply at 18) e. Anita State Machine and Web Parser (8)

. . ,

Pet'tloners Expert Anita State Machine and Web Parser executes state machines written using a 

proprietary function library. This retrieves information web sites and other

I3, I understand that l’ai‘us's and Mr ()ccliiogrosso‘s t'ounh and applications that are enabled for this Operation. In addition, its web-parsing motion

also allows Anita Query Engine to retrieve web pages from any conventional web site

on the Internet and convert unstructured HTML data into meaningful structured data.

It is not mandatory to make changes to existing web sites to make them work with

"[liinalll” argument Is that “neither Mr. Lipotl'nor the Petition explain lion one

nould apply Neal's search techniques to web sites," ()cchiogrosso-lkcl .‘l‘l [28-

IZK); POR. )au ‘ 40. Again. I disaurc * 1) -cause tli ' Koxatchi‘N *al combination do ‘s . . . .
l ‘ t ‘ ‘ ‘ i k k “ Anita State Machine and Web Parser. An example of tins would be the operations

performed to pass in a zip code to the Yahoo web site: execute the form to retrieve the
information t'I‘oIii an indiudual nebsne. As i discussed In ‘5" 5-1 l abm e. the

Kmatcli Neal combination uses li'ovulch‘s search methodologies (tan. Koiinch‘s results, select and format the results, 51a}: relevant information in the form of
net) parsing) to I'elrie\e inloriiiation from each ol‘lt'owrlcli 's \iebsites. M) original concatenated Speech fragments. In this scenario the Yahoo! web site was not

declaration explained liO\\ a POS/\ \\ould hm e applied Neal‘s sequential-search modified to support the operations nor was it aware that a voice—enabled application

teaching to Km atch's euslinu s\ stem that searches nehsiies For example. as l was usmg Its HTML based serv1ces.‘ — 
* * * *

stated in ‘ [04 ohm oriuinal dcclflr'llloll‘
‘ ' “ ‘ Weather

0 5-day forecasts for weather in over 6,000 US. and International cities
0 User can search for weather at a particular location by specifying city and state

EX. 1057 in lPR2020-00846, Ti 13’ cited at I431 Reply at 20; (US. only), Zip code (US. only), 01' city and Country (International)
[EX. 1057 in lPR2020-00847, TI 21, cited at ‘084 Reply at 24-25]

  
 

  
 

DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE Kovatch (Ex. 1005) at 15-16; 33 12



’431 Reply at 20;
’084 Reply at 24-25

Kovatch’s Websites Are Separately Searched Datasets

  

 
Petitioners’ Expert Kovatch

HG. 4 ,40
14. Mr. Occlriogrosso more specifically asserts that “neither Mr. Lipofl', \

nor the Petition, explain how the data from web sites would be pre-segmented to __“%‘£_

employ the search strategies disclosed by Neal“ Occhiogrosso-Decl,,1[ 1291

Again, the Kovatch/Neal combination does not rely on using any particular search

methodology from Neal for retrieving information from an individual website.

  
 

EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00846, 1] 14, Cited ‘431 Reply at 20;
[EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00847, 1] 22, Cited ‘084 Reply at 24-25]

Parus’s Sur—Reply

 
 

 

  

  

Fondling:
—;~ -4 T

,3” —,—' l _ M“av“ W San:

M IDID! ———_"

__js°°'7‘ mm .

:1mi

 
 

Kovatch (EX. 1005) at Fig. 4, annotated in ‘431 Petition at 17;
‘084 Petition at 45

Petition  

 
 
 Petitioners do not even attempt

to argue that the [ntemet is segmented into multiple tiers, as Neal discloses.

Instead, Petitioners now claim that the Internet‘ which apparently is akin to a

database in Neal, is already pro-segmented into websites, which apparently are

akin to datasets in Neal. Petitioners fail to indicate how this pre-segmentation of

the lntemet into web pages “enable the identification of items from the most

economical sources," like the datasets in Neal, (Paper 14. 25; Ex. l007, 3zl3—l 7).

  
For instance, Kovatch describes an example where the user says, “I want to

buy CDs,“ thereby requesting infonnation (Lag, price information) needed to buy

  

 
 
 
 

CD5. Kovatch, 21:19-25, 20129-213; /.Ipujf1i 105.

Knvulch, 21:22-

24, 23:25-29, FIG. 4; Lipofl'fil 105‘ it I

' (Kovatch, 21:19-25, 23:25-  
  

‘431 Sur-Reply at 19 (‘084 Sur—Reply at 21)
DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

‘431 Petition at 14-15 (‘084 Petition at 42-43)
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Parus’s New Argument That Kovatch Lacks a Plurality of

Pre-Selected Destinations ls Waived and Wrong 
Parus’s Sur-Reply

Petitioners argue that it would be obvious to add the functionality of claim

limitation 1(j) to Kovatch, which would

  
 

while completely ignoring and not explaining why a POSITA

in a manner that is completely opposite of Kovatch’s stated goal.

‘431 Sur—Reply at 15 (‘084 Sur—Reply at 16-17)

Board’s Institution Decision:

Board’s Scheduling Order: 

 

Patent Owner argues “Kovatch discloses neither a plurality of web

sites for each application nor addresses for the web sites.” Prelim. Resp. 48.

Patent Owner also states that an inquiry to Kovatch’s "system results in the

identification of a single application for accessing a single web site" and that

“Kovatch never identifies a plurality of possible web sites for answering the

 
 

inquiry." Id. at 49.

Ex. 1005, 21:19—25. For example, Kovatch’s

Anita system asks a user “[w]ould you like to buy CDs from Amazon, CD

Now, or find the cheapest price [‘.’].” Id. at 21:22-23; Fig. 4. At this stage

of the proceeding,

in order to “find the cheapest

price." It]. at2l:22~23; .ree also id. at 20297213 . r * i

 
 

Patent Owner may file—

a. A response to the petition (37 CPR. § 42.120). If Patent Owner

elects not to file a response, Patent Owner must arrange a conference call

with the panics and the Board.  
 

Board‘s Scheduling Order (Paper No. 10) at 8

Parus’s POR Admits: 

 
 
  

 
 

Without being prompted

- _ , to ensure it finds the cheapest price for the

 
' : without being told to do so, which demonstrates that it is fault

tolerant and maximizes the likelihood of finding the requested information.-  
  

 

‘084 D| at 45 (see also ‘431 D| at 39)

DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

‘431 POR at 43 (‘084 POR at 50)

14



Kovatch/Neal Combination:

Motivation to Combine 
DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE 15



Parus Presented No Showing Against the Motivation

the Petition Asserted
’431 Reply at 21;

’084 Reply at 25-26 
Petition
 

  Neal, Abstract. When, like in Kovatch, a user inputs a

“search” for a “desired item“ that may be "available from more than one supplier,

Neal searches the suppliers’ “data sets“ "in a hierarchy" (i.e., an ordered ranking)

in which "more favored suppliers [are] searched first.“ Neal, 3:35-36, 2:54-57,

5:55-60; Lipaflfl 99, "If the preferred supplier" does not “ha[ve] the exact item,"

the search “proceeds. .. to the second“ supplier, “and thereafier along [the

hierarchy] until a match is found,“ as shown in FIG. 2 (reproduced below). Neal,

  

 
  

 

6240-7214:].Ipq1f1l IOO. ‘

Neal, 3:42-45. “[When] the search fails to

identify the desired item from any [supplier],. .. a negative search result is reported

to the user." Neal, 7:30-33; Lipqlf1] 101.
* * * *

A POSA would have been motivated to apply Neal‘s above—described

hierarchical ordering and search techniques when retrieving information fi'om web

sites in Kovatch’s HcyAnita system,

Neal, 4:65-52,

  
 

DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

Parus’s Expert 

Q. And if a search engine searched fewer

sites, would that involve lower expenditure

of processing resources?

 
 ll}? _ .

if it presented fewer sites.
  
 

Deposition of Benedict Occhiogrosso (Ex. 1051) at 435-10
(cited ‘431 Reply at 22; ‘084 Reply at 26)

‘431 Petition at 12-14

(‘084 Petition at 40-42)

16



Parus’s Assertion That Kovatch Requires “Dead Space”
’431 Reply at 22-23;

for Playing Advertisements Is Wrong [084Rep1yat2e27 
Parus’s POR Petitioners’ Expert  

Kovatch understood that this dead space was an uncaptured advertising

market, and this was an opportunity to generate revenue “for HeyAnita to connect

  eyeballs to eardnlms, thereby enabling these companies to target and reach a Kovatch teaches that information iS TEITiCVCd, and the"

significantly expanded audience. See Ex, 1005 at 31344‘ 629-”. Reading the “an audio stream based on commercials and web information returned by“ the

teachings of Kovatch, , _ , , ,, , I:> search can be played, with the commercials and information “[i]ntem1ix[ed].r.in a
seamless manners“ Kovatch, l8: 1-15, l4: l-8. A POSA would have understood

 
mapped to the HeyAnita application at the destination node
 

ofthe destination tree, Ex, 2059 3‘11'133‘134' Sec Kovatch, 20:5-22:2 1‘ Similarly, Kovatch‘s independent claim does not recite

an ad generator; an ad generator is only in a dependent claim in Kovatch. See

  
 

‘431 POR at 42 (‘084 POR at 49) K°Va‘°h~ 3513‘”-

  
 

EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00846,1118, cited at '431 Reply at 22—23;

Kovatch [Ex. 1057 in |PR2020-00847, 11 26, cited at ‘084 Reply at 27] 

9—10generate Parus’s Sur-Reply
unique entertaining experience for the user
 

NO RESPONSE and sends it to Anita Telephone Interface 12.    
  

Kovatch (Ex. 1005) at 14, 18 (cited ‘431 Reply at 23; ‘084 Reply at 27)

DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE 17



Parus’s Fault Tolerance Arguments Are

Refuted by Both Experts

Parus’s POR,
 

 
Therefore, there is no motivation to combine Kevan-h with Neal because a

POSITA would understand that Kavalch's HeyAnita system used its inventive

advertisements to entertain the user as it awaited a response to its request, and

Ex. 2059 at 1] 140.

’431 Reply at 23-24;
’084 Reply at 27-29

Parus’s POR
 

 
 

‘431 POR at 44 (‘084 POR at 51)

Parus’s Expert

 
A POSITA would understand that this behavior indicates that HeyAnita is

very interactive, and ‘

For example, if a user told HeyAnita that it wanted to buy
 

the Guns N Roses CD from Amazon, and HeyAnita was not able to retrieve the

information from Amazon, a logical follow-up would be if I wanted to try to buy it

from CD Now. Ex. 2059 at fil I39.

 
 

 

 
40. While systems like l’errom' and- retumcd relatively rapid

answers if the speech command was a priori mapped to a web resource, they still

suffered from additional drawbacks. For example, because these systems mapped a

single web resource to a single speech command,—
-Ifthe URL of the web resource was inaccessible, there would be no way

to get the requested information. For example, using the weather example from

earlier, if the “weather" command corresponded to the “www.weather.com" web

  
 

resource, and weather.com was not currently accessible,

* * * *

' Kovalch does not appear to concern itself with fault tolerance due to the system's

ability to ask follow up questions to determine the most appropriate single answer.

‘431 POR at 44 (‘084 POR at 51)

Petitioners’ Expert 

 
  

  
 

Occhiogrosso Declaration (EX. 2059) at 1] 4O
(cited ‘431 Reply at 24; ‘084 Reply at 28)

DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

 
(Mr. Occhiogrosso

A POSA would have understood that searching a second website

automatically would have been just as “logical" (if not more so) as doing so after a

the Kovatch/Neal combination does once the first site fails to provide the requested

infonnation

POSA would have understood this to be beneficial given users‘ known preference

for shorter dialogs with voice response systems,

 
 

EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00846, 1] 22, Cited ‘431 Reply at 24;
[EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00847, 1] 30, Cited ‘084 Reply at 29]
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Obviousness Does Not Require Bodily Incorporation 
 

 

Neal

. . ,

Petitioners Reply no.2 rm
202-” INPJTSEARCH TERMS]

204/“
—_Y—_ 226 

  

 

 

   
  

 
2051mm 83% (SEARCH METHODOLOGY),

Petition. 12-13.
  

 

205.» NO MATCH

In the Kovatch-"Neal combination, each data set is a supplier's website [DATA SET): (SEARCH METHODOLOG’Q

searched using Kovatch's website search methodology. consistent with Neal‘s 212» "MC"

anal (mm Sign1 (semen mommy),ZISJ‘ NOMATCH

 
  

teachings that each “data set“ can be a different “supplier” (Neali 6:39-65) and

213/":
“[t]here are many possible sequences of search algorithms“ (Neal. 7:56). Petition. 220

REPDRY NEGAINE SEARCH RESUU13-15. 32-34. 222

  
 

REPORTSEARCH RESULT
'431 Reply at 17-18 (‘084 Reply at 21—22)

226

Parus’s Sur—Reply

  
  

Neal (Ex. 1007) at Fig. 2 (cited ‘431 Reply at 17-18;
‘084 Reply at 21-22)

Neal explains that its search strategies. which Petitioners alleged they

were relying on. “may include one or more of the following: exact search. stem “The test for Obviousness is not whether

the features of a secondary reference may

be bodily incorporated into the structure of

the primary reference;... Rather, the test is

what the combined teachings of the

references would have suggested to those

of ordinary skill in the art.”

  search. soundex search. and fuzzy logic search." 113.3: mi: " “ri: 1.1:2'Wii-‘3; 42:1; ':-':5‘

    
 

‘431 Sur—Reply at 21 (‘084 Sur-Reply at 23)

In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 425 (C.C.P.A. 1981)
(cited ‘431 Reply at 17; ‘084 Reply at 20)
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Parus Failed to

Antedate Kovatch 
DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE 2O



Parus Failed to Meet Its Burden to Antedate Kovatch,
’431 Reply at 1-16; for Multiple Independent Reasons [084Replyat5so
 

Petitioners’ Reply
 

  

l. GROUNDS 1-4: KOVATCH IS PRIOR ART ................................................ l

A. The POR’s Conclusory Allegation of Antedating Kovatch Should

5 _ , , w“: 7‘ ,1- ,. e .. ; Be Rejected .................................................................................................. 2

In e Magnum Oil Tools Int’l, Ltd., 829 F.3d 1364, 1375_76 B If Considered, the Declarations’ Arguments Fail to Demonstrate

(Fed. Cir. 2016). Thus, GAS had to present a case to estab- Reduction to Practice ................................................................................... 5
fish prior conception of every claim limitation. GAS’S brief- 1. The Inventor’s Testimony Lacks Independent Corroboration .............. 6
ing failed to meet this burden, 2. Parus’s Evidence Meets Neither Reduction-to-Practice Prong ............ 8

a. Prong I: No Evidence Demonstrates an Embodiment
Meeting All Limitations of Any Challenged Claim ..................... 9

Gen-Access SOIS- V- Sprint Spectrum, 811 F- APP‘X 654, 657-59 1'. No Evidence Demonstrates a Constructed
(Fed. CIr. 2020) (“GAS“) (Clted ‘431 Reply at ’1—4; ‘084 Reply at 5—8) Embodiment Having a Computer Meeting All

Claimed Limitations ............................................................. 9

ii. No Evidence Demonstrates a Constructed

Embodiment Met Limitations [lpre], [1 .h]-[1 .k] ............... 10

iii. No Evidence Demonstrates an Embodiment Meeting
Claim 9’s Additional Limitations ....................................... 11

iv. No Evidence Demonstrates an Embodiment Meeting
Claim 14’s Additional Limitations ..................................... 12

b. Prong 2: No Evidence Demonstrates a Working
Embodiment ................................................................................ 13

3. The Alleged Reduction-to-Practice Dates Are Uncorroborated ......... 15

  
 

‘431 Reply at i (‘084 Reply at i)

DEMOl-JSTRATIVE EXHIBIT 4 NOT EVIDENCE 21



Parus’s Brief Failed to Present a Case Antedating Kovatch,
’431 Reply at 2-5;

and Cannot Incorporate |ts Case by Reference Imam--9 
Parus’s POR
 

 
 

l. The Webley Assistant source code enhancements pro-dates
Kovatch ’s U.S. priority filing date.

 
  

The inventors conceived of the claimed subject matter before Kovatch'x
Following conception, the inventors were reasonably and

January 4, 2000 US. priority filing date. Conception is the mental formulation and
continuously diligent as the Webley Assistant enhancements was the only project

the disclosure of a complete idea for the claimed subject matter. Yownsend v. Smilh,
they were working on at Webley and they were employed full-time.

36 F.2d 292, 295 (C.C.P.A. 1929). Conception is complete when the idea

encompasses all limitations of the claimed subject matter. Sing/1 v. Brake, 317 F.3d

1334, 1340 (Fed. Cir. 2003). In cases where there are physical exhibits, no

corroboration is required. Mahurkar, 79 F .3d at 1577-78.  
Here, the source code, documents, and testimony show that at least by July

To the extent that it is argued that the ’43l and ’084 inventions were not
12, I999, Alexander Kurganov, and Valery Zhukov conceived of and invented the

reduced to a prototype until January 7, 2000, the date the last source code file was
claimed subject matter while working on the web—based upgrades to the Webley

added to the source code revision system, the inventors worked diligently to reduce
Assistant. Kurganov Decl. at 1} l3. The upgrades to the Webley Assistant

the invention to practice from the critical date of January 4, 2000, until the grammar
approached retrieving information from websites in a different manner than prior art

file was entered into the source code revision system on January 7, 2000. See Ex.
systems because the system sequentially accessed pre-selected websites until the

2059, Occhiogrosso Dec. at Ml 44-91; Ex. 2060, Mulka Dec. at 1111 1-6; Ex. 2020,
information to be retrieved was found or all of the pre-selected websites had been

Kurganov Dec. at llll [03-1 19.
accessed. The upgraded Webley Assistant was the first system to employ its

If the inventors are the first to conceive but the second to reduce to practice,
information retrieval in this novel manner.

the patent owner must demonstrate reasonable diligence toward a reduction to

practice. Mahurkar, 79 F.3d at l578. The evidence must show diligence throughout

the entire critical period. Monsanto Co. v. Mycogen Plant Science. Inc, 261 F.3d

 
 

I356, I369 (Fed. Cir. 2001). . ' ' l . .‘ I

  
 

‘431 POR at 31-32 (‘084 POR at 37-38)
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Parus Cannot Meet Its Burden with Conclusory Assertions
’431 Reply at 3-4;

and Non-Specific Reference to Other Documents [osmium 
GAS (Federal Circuit):  

The “patentee bears the burden recited in the various patent claims. Instead, GAS’s patent
of establishing that its claimed invention is entitled to an owner response makes only the general allegation that the

earlier priority date than an asserted prior art reference." claimed limitations can be found “in a document called the
In re Magnum Oil Tools Int ’1, Ltd., 829 F.3d 1364, 1375—76 Last Mile Business Overview.” See id.

(Fed. Cir. 2016). Thus, GAS had to present a case to estab—. . . . . . . , . T0 'dent‘ GAS’s s bstant' e a' ments, the Boardlish priorconception of every damn llmitation. GAS s brief- 1 lfy u w 1gu
was forced to turn to a declaration by Struhsaker, and fur-

W ther to delve into a twenty-nine-page claim chart attached
GAS urges that the following paragraph from its pa- as an exhibit. This exercise of “plafl'ng archaeolog'st with

tent owner response “sets forth GAS’s argument that the record” is precisely what the rule against incorporation
Mr. Struhsaker conceived of the subject matter of the pa- by reference was intended to prevent,
tents in suit prior to July 21, 2000”:

With respect to the specific claims in the ‘801 [sic]
patent, Mr. Struhsaker had completely conceived

of the claimed subject matter by at least May 24, We agree with the Board that the conclusory assertigns
2000.(Ex.2472,1] 15). As demonstrated in his Dec- in GAS’s patent owner response are insufficient to meet
laration, and the claim chart attached as Attach- M0f establishing prior conception.“
ment A, Mr. Struhsaker had memorialized his

conception in a document called the Last Mile Busi-
ness Overview as of that date. (Ex. 2457). In Ap—

pendix A, Mr. Struhsaker maps to the specific

claim elements of the ‘8 10 patent to the material

Exhibit 2457. (3) Incorporation by reference; combined documents.

Appellant’s Br. at 14 (citing J.A. 1281); see also J.A. 4110 Arguments must not be incorporated by reference
(providing an equivalent paragraph for the ’916 patent).

But this paragraph fails to explain with any specificity how

37 C.F.R. § 42.6(a)(3):

from one document into another document.

inventor Struhsaker had conceived of the limitations combined mOtlonS, OPPOSltlonS, replies, or Other

combined documents are not permitted.
 

Gen. Access So/s. v. Sprint Spectrum, 811 F. App‘x 654, 657-59
(Fed. Cir. 2020) (“GAS’3 (cited ’431 Reply at 1-4; ’084 Reply at 5-8)
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Reduction-to-Practice Prong 1: No Evidence Shows an

Embodiment Was Constructed That Met All Claim Limitations 

 
 

., l||||l| ,- 
invention would work for its intended purpose.

In re Steed, 802 F.3d 1311, 1318 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (cited '431 Reply at 8; ‘084 Reply at 12)

Petitioners’ Reply
 

2. Parus’s Evidence Meets Neither Reduction-to-Practice Prong ............ 8

 
i. No Evidence Demonstrates a Constructed

Embodiment Having a Computer Meeting All
Claimed Limitations ............................................................. 9

ii. No Evidence Demonstrates a Constructed

Embodiment Met Limitations [lpre], [l .h]-[l .k] ............... 10

iii. No Evidence Demonstrates an Embodiment Meeting
Claim 9’s Additional Limitations ....................................... 11

iv. No Evidence Demonstrates an Embodiment Meeting
Claim 14’s Additional Limitations ..................................... 12

b. Prong 2: No Evidence Demonstrates a Working
Embodiment ................................................................................ l 3

  
 

‘431 Reply at i (‘084 Reply at i)

DEMOI-IGTRMIVE EXHIBIT - NOT EVIDENCE 24



Any System Constructed Using the Source Code Would Not

Have Met the Website Information Retrieval Limitations ’431 Reply at 10-11;
’084 Reply at 14-15

 

’431 Patent Claim 1 Parus’s Expert 

 [1 pre] A system for ,7”:

 

 [1.h] said computer configured to

corresponding to said recognition grammar...;

[1.i] said computerfurther configured to ’

by said instruction set if:
 
 

   
 

Parus’s Inventor
 

47. At line 2766, the weather command code passed from the Nuance ASR

Engine is matched to case "MD_WEATHER," and the getWeathero function or

instruction set is called.

  . . 431‘
case no_srocxs :

. xunu x SHEN‘LLCHOICEJUZTEIES:: - w qezscockstl‘ break:

Ex. 2025 mc‘vmc at lines 2766-2775.

  
 

Ex. 2020, 1] 47 (cited ‘431 Reply at 9; ‘084 Reply at 13)
DEMOl-JSTRATIVE EXHIBIT A NOT EVIDENCE

 
 

 

Q. a 7

15 that right?

A. , ,

modules and, in particular, webget.pl satisfies claim element [1.i].
* * * *

Q.

A. 

 
 

Deposition of Benedict Occhiogrosso (EX. 1051) at 78:4-11; 79:3-7
(cited ‘431 Reply at 10; ‘084 Reply at 14)

Paru‘s’s Expert Admitted: 

 
Q. And what does that /"< do?

 

Q. So in the executable program that results after the source code is

complied, the call to the getWeather function will not appear; is
that correct?

  
 

Deposition of Benedict Occhiogrosso (EX. 1051) at 9524-963; 9920-1005
(cited ‘431 Reply at 10; ‘084 Reply at 14) 25



Any System Constructed Using the Source Code Would Not
’431 Reply at 10-11;

Have Met the Website Information Retrieval Limitations [emanating 
Petitioners’ Expert C for Dummies, 1996
  

/* This is new a cement: looks in the c tanguage I'I me up ; This is a fine example ol a comment. What lollows ls another example of a
ham: = mufcactczinrrnzs: comment, but the type that gives this book its reputation:qetStvckso:
break: /.

Hello conpilerl Hey. error on this: pirntfl
Kurgw‘ov'Dec"~i 63 Hit Hal Vou can't see net Phbtbtbtl

llyll llyel llyal
'l

* * * *

Imemcecoaem—mm
I‘ Find out why this doesn‘t work 'I Any C compiler that  

convened the mc_vm.c source code into an executable program would have Orthis:

save-item: I' Save item value here "I

ore-ven—
[t

* * * * Sunday you .111 write the code here that: makes

TI 1 W l the computer rue-her what. it did last: tine thisius, tie get eatier "mm ran.*/

ignored (Ila, skipped over) all text that appears inside comments, including the call

to the getWeather() function.

function call would not have been executed by any executable program produced * * * *
it You can use comments to disable certain

 
from mc_mv.c; indeed,

I. Comments in a C program are:

A. Sillyllttlethlngs ywwritetoyourself.
B. Ignored by the compiler.

C. Musings of a befuddled programmer.

EX. 1053 in |PR2020-00846, TIT] 23-24, Cited ‘431 Reply at 10-11

[EX. 1053 in |PR2020-OO847, TIT] 23-24, Cited ‘084 Reply at 14-15] EX. 1055 at 85, 88,90, 93 (cited ‘43,] Reply at 10; ‘084 Reply at 14)DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE
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No Evidence Shows an Embodiment of the

Claimed “Computer” Was Constructed ’431Rep'vat9-10:’084 Reply at 12-14 
’431 Patent Claim 1 ’084 Patent Claim 1
  

[1 pre] A system...comprising: [1 pre] A system...comprising:

 
[1 .a] at least one 56 .. ..coupled to one or

more networks; 
Allegedly met [1. b] at least one speaker-independent speech-recognition

[1.c] at least one speaker-independent speech by server not in I ..

recognition device. connected to Webley’s office

 
, configured to retrieve the

instruction set corresponding to the recognition

[1 h] , Allegedly met by grammar provided by the speaker-independent
instruction set corresponding to said recognition source code files speech-recognition deVICe;

grammar selected by said speaker-independent on computer inside,
speech recognition device;

 

 further configured to
access...web Sites Identified b the instruction set...,

Webley’s office .. y
   I further configured to access..., [1.i] wherein iii ' is further configured to

web sites identified by said instruction set..., periodically search via the one or more networks to

. . .. configured to first access said Identify new web Sltes""
first web site. .and if said information to be
retrieved is not found ,, ’

configured to sequentially access said plurality
of web sites until said information to be

retrieved is found...

 
 

 configured to access afirst web

  Elmira configured to access the

plurality ofweb sites...unti| the information to be
retrieved is found...
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No Evidence Shows an Embodiment of the

 
  

- ’431 Re I a 9-10;

Claimed “Computer” Was Constructed [084Rep‘ilalm4

’431 Patent Claim 1 ’084 Patent Claim 1

[1 pre] A system...comprising: [1 pre] A system...comprising:

 
  
[1.c] at least one speaker-

recognition device...<‘ thesis device...connected to

 
 

MEI, leixrilulmrczl(@thLidII"‘CILLC}'DlDflthe)

:;ociated with Lil

ends. See Hybrifeclz Inc. v. Monoclonal Antibodies Inc., 802 F.2d 1367, I inStrUCtion set”;
' grammar associated with

 

1376 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (Conception is the “formation in the mind of the

inventor of a definite and permanent idea of the complete and operative
«k *

invention as it is thereafter to be applied in practice”); Townsend v. Smith, :anfigured to retrieve the
. . d' t th 't'

36 F.2d 292, 295 (CCPA 1930) (defining conception as “the complete 1 mg 0 e recogm Ion
[1.h] ‘ e speaker-Independent

instruction set corms 2 performanceof the mental part of the inventive act”). As discussed above, ‘09?grammar selected by

speech recognition d2

 

.irther configured to

tified by the instruction set...,

new is further configured to
we one or more networks to 

first web Site” .and if ' nfigured to access a first webLG Electronics, Inc. v. AT/ Tech’s ULC, |PR2015-00325, Paper 62 at 24-25 , , ,
retrieved is not found (Apr. 14’ 2016) (cited '431 Sur-Reply at 5_5; '084 Sur-Reply at 6-8) tion to be retrieved IS not
configured to sequen: configured to access the

ofweb sites until said inz-..‘.‘.a..-.‘. .- so ,.e..a...,» e; “on ;..e;...unti| the information to be
retrieved is found... retrieved is found...
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No Evidence Shows That Code Alleged to Meet the Claimed
’431 Reply at 9-10-

Functionality Was Deployed to the Claimed “Computer” [084Replyatm4 
Parus’s Inventor
 

Petitioners’ Reply 

 

 

Q. So you said from the source code you build an actual program Which is a binag

mm; 15 that rlght? Mr. Knrganov testified that the prior-version WA-l

Aa Correct. software (which he admits did not meet the challenged claims) was deployed on

Q. And What do you mean by "actual" when you say "actual program"? the production scrxer tKurganoV-Decl. 11 H; Kurganov-Dcpo. 24-29). but no

A. Well, the program that corresponds to the __ t0 the source code. The one that we c\idcncc demonstrates that the ”Ll-ll software alleged to meet the claims was

are dlscuSSlng asW‘ deployed on that production server or any other computer at any time. let alone* * * *

_ _ _ _ _ early enough to antedalc Km‘atcli.
Q. And 1s the program b1nary copled to the productlon server from some other locatlon?

  
 

A. Yes, typlcally, because the — the bulld -- i i -- 011 a 1431 Reply at 9_10 (1084 Reply at 13)
Wand the production is not designed to -- to build things. It's a
runtime environment.

SOWand,then, in that runtime

environment, you see the binary, and you focus on running the binary — and

WW l6. As i explain in Section V below, the source code cited in Mr.

Ktirganov‘s declaration cannot be compiled to generate a program that would

Petitioners’ Expert   
 

Deposition 0f Alexander Kurganov (EX- 1050) at 26'27 (Cited 1431 Reply at 9i ’084 Reply at 13) practice all oflimitations [I d]~[l.j]. Houever. eVen ifit could, l find no evidence

ParuS’S A T] Case: cited in Mr. Kurganox's declaration that purpons to show that the WA-ll source

code alleged to meet [I .dHl ._i] was ever compiled to generate an executable binary

1‘ '5 well settled that i he": cannot be a reduction to menu: 0‘ the program that was run on the sener that is alleged to meet the claimed "computing
invention . . . without a phi-nail wuhml/‘mwll which includes all limitations
ol‘thc claim.“ UM( ' Elem. ('0. r. UniledS/ulex, 8l6 F.2d 647, 652 (Fed.

device." See ‘ 13 above. discussing the sen er that Mr. Kurganov‘s declaration

. . . . cites as meetin ' the claimed “com utin" device" in connection with limitation
Cir. 1987) (emphasis added). "It IS equally well established that cverv E p b
limitation ofthc claim mm! t’.\'l.\‘l in the embodiment and be shown to have [I “l “mi ”“3 “idem“ Cited in Mr- “lemme dcc'amfi‘m does "0‘ Show tha‘  

performed as intended." Newkirk v. Lille/12m, 825 F.2d l58], l582 (Fed. an cmbodimcnt meeting all limitations [l ta]-[l.j] was constructed.

Cir, 1987) (emphasis added).

 

  
 * * * *

EX. 1053 in |PR2020-00847, TI 16, Cited ’084 Reply at 13
We are not Ersuaded by ATl‘s argument that the RTL code, alone is [EX. 1053 in |PR2020-00846, TI 16 Cited '431 Reply at 9]

sufficient to meet the first re uirement of actual reduction to racticei .
— q p LG Electronics, Inc. v. AT/ Tech’s ULC,
constructing apliiwicul embodiment. PO Resp. 7—9, 16—20; Stir-reply 3—4. |PR2015-00325, Paper 62 at 18, 25 (Apr. 14, 2016)

(cited ’431 Sur-Reply at 5-6; ’084 Sur-Reply at 6-8)
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No Evidence Shows That Code Alleged to Meet the Claimed

Functionality Was Deployed to the Claimed “Computer” 

Parus’s Sur-Reply 

 
example, 1‘

b.

The evidence demonstrates an embodiment having a computer meeting all

claimed limitations, contrary to Petitioners‘ assertions. (Paper 22, 9-l0). For

 
 
 

attempts to confuse the claimed computer with the computers that housed the source

code versionini,y system have no merit, (Paper 22. 9). The source code that was

identified by Mr. Kurganov was tested and provides evidence of a working reduction

to practice on that UNIX cluster of sewers.

The working reduction to practice is a functional embodiment of the

invention. As testified to by Mr. Kurganov and corroborated by contemporaneous

evidence, the claimed computer, the Unix cluster of servers, executed the binary

program which was the compiled and linked source code.

computer to house the source code versioning system, and Petitioners provide no

evidence to support their suggestion.

The evidence demonstrates an embodiment having a
computer meeting all claimed limitations

Pctitioners‘

 
 

‘431 Sur-Reply at 7; ‘084 Sur-Reply at 8-9

DEMOl-JSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

Parus’s Inventor
 

6  -: which

shared several high-availability, redundant database servers. Ex. 2024. l began

working on WA 1 in 1996. The source code of the main module that holds WA l

application logic, mcivmc, was created by me on October 4, 1996. Ex. 2025.
 
 

EX. 2020, 1] 14 (cited ‘431 Sur-Reply at 7; ‘084 Sur—Reply at 9)

Parus’s Inventor
 

  
Q. Okay. Just finishing up with the sentence we've been

looking at in paragraph 3 ofyour declaration that ends by

saying “.   in 1997.”

What does "launched" mean?

It means it was publicly announced as a product, and,

you know, it could be -- it — it would be offered, you

know, just like any other service.

 
 

Deposition of Alexander Kurganov (EX. 1050) at 21:12-21
(cited ‘431 Sur—Reply at 7; ‘084 Sur-Reply at 9

’431 Reply at 9-10;
’084 Reply at 12-14
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No Evidence Shows That Code Alleged to Meet the Claimed

Functionality Was Deployed to the Claimed “Computer” 

Parus’s Sur-Reply 

b. The evidence demonstrates an embodiment Imving a
computer meeting all claimed limitations

The evidence demonstrates an embodiment having a computer meeting all

claimed limitations, contrary to Petitioners‘ assertions. (Paper 22, 9-l0). For

example. 1‘ .,

  
, Petitioners‘

attempts to confuse the claimed computer with the computers that housed the source

code versioning system have no merit, (Paper 22. 9). The source code that was

identified by Mr. Kurganov was tested and provides evidence of a working reduction

to practice on that UNIX cltister of sewers.

The working reduction to practice is a functional embodiment of the

invention. As testified to by Mr. Kurganov and corroborated by contemporaneous

evidence, the claimed computer, the Unix cluster of servers, executed the binary

program which was the compiled and linked source code.

 
There is no limitation refltLiil'inghe claimed

computer to house the source code versioning system, and Petitioners provide no

evidence to support their suggestion.

  
 

‘431 Sur-Reply at 7; ‘084 Sur-Reply at 8-9

DEMOi-JSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

Parus’s Inventor 

 
 Q. Using that same meaning of the word "launched,"

ii" ‘

  
 

  J _ TI iii iiii

but probably if it’s public information, then 

absolutely you can — you can consider that as launched.
 
 

Deposition of Alexander Kurganov (EX. 1050) at 32:17-23
(cited ‘431 Sur-Reply at 7; ‘084 Sur-Reply at 9)
 

 
F RIMMED/ATE RELEA E

Webley Systems’ New Internet by Phone Service Accesses

WWW content Via Voice Command From Any Phone
Sen-ices Targeted a! Very Mobile Users of The Webley Brand

Unified Communications Service and Value Added Providers of Wireless Data Services

 

  

 
 

.—__l
DEERFlELD. lL.—(BUSINESS WIRE) Webley Systems a leader in speech

recognition enabled communications services. an unced today that it has successfully developed and

_abreakthrough communications se ice that “ill allow users to easily access intcmct
content from any telephone, This nc“ service fca c “ill be useful for mobile users to access pertinent.

EX. 2056 at ’l  LATE 

’431 Reply at 9-10;
’084 Reply at 12-14
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No Evidence Shows That the Different Source Code Files

 

   
    

     

Relied Upon Were Deployed Together by the Requisite Date lfiislfpfepélyaattlfllfé

webget.pl weather.ini

, 1 ,4

N0 HEADER, VERSION

2;:- NUMBER, QR DATE

+________________________________ ea er: usr oca cvsroo we e a en 5 www—
------+ figmsfizo :leéukoff Elfip :1 Y/ 9 t /

"2,ng fr, 11.:4;?'—“ Fr} 2‘, "
Ex. 2025 at 1 EX- 2032 at 1 EX. 2033 at 1

Petitioners’ Expert 

But l find

much less any evidence that both of those were

deployed together on the same computer at the same time   
 

EX. 1053 in |PR2020-00846, 11 20 (cited '431 Reply at 10)
[Ex. 1053 in |PR2020-00847, 11 20 (cited ‘084 Reply at 14)]
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No Evidence Shows That the Different Source Code Files
’431 Reply at 10, 15;

Relied Upon Were Deployed Together by the Requisite Date 1084Replyat14, 19 

weather.ini

Petitioners’ Expert 

Ex. 2058 thus indicates l: '

ll _

NO HEADER, VERSION

NUMBER, 0R DATE

nsr Ana mm:

  
version 1.10); I also find no evidence cited in Mr. Kurganov’s declaration to

establish what date the version of weather.ini provided in Ex. 2033 was in use, if it   
 

ever was.

Gwalcm_m:mmffliflff: , 2 Ex. 1053 in |PR2020-00846, 1] 45 (Cited ‘431 Reply at 15)
’ muombm ’ f [EX. 1053 in |PR2020-00847, 1] 45 (Cited ‘084 Reply at 19)]Pagelofi

 
EX. 2033 at ’l
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No Evidence Demonstrates Conception or Reduction

to Practice of ’084 Limitation [1.i] (’431 Claim 9) 
’084 and ’431 Patents 

’084 Limitation [1.i]: “the computing device is further configured to
. _ ‘5'] la the one or more networks ii;

and to add the new web sites to the plurality of web sites

 

 

 

’431 Claim 9: “said computer is further configured to 11::

said plurality of web sites. 
Parus’s Inventor 

  

  
 

Petitioners’ Expert

 
79. The Webley Assistant further discloses this claim limitation. See Ex.

2027 Claim Chan at 46. For exalnple,-would be used on the computer
to grab any URL and return its content for further processing and determination if

that url contains useful information and should be added as a source. The list of

URLs for processing can be taken from any available search engine and then pushed

to this file in a loop.
 
 

 

  
The commands ill url.pl are executed sequentially. just

once. and are not repeated within the program at all, much less at any “period."

Furthemiore,

 
* * * *

  As l explained in the previous paragraph, 

 
  Mr. Kurganov‘s declaration cites no other evidence to

corroborate his statement.

However, 1‘

Mr, Kurganov‘s declaration cites no other evidence to corroborate his statement.

 
EX. 2020, 11 79 (cited '431 Reply at 11 ; ’084 Reply at 15)

ur|.p| 

 
#1/usr/local/bin/sybper15
9 SHeader: /USr/local/cvsroot/web1ey/agents/WWW/ur1.p1,v 1.1
1999 08 04 21:17:18 zhukoff Exp $
#
#

use URI::URL;
use LWPzzUserAqent:
use HTTP::Request::Common;

my Sua : LWP::UserAgent->new:
$ua->agent( 'Mozilla/4.0 [en] (x11: I; FreeBSD 2.2.8-STABLE
i386)’ );
$ua—>proxy( ['http', 'https'], 'http://proxy.vail:3128/‘ l;
$ua->noiproxy( 'webley', 'vail' );
my $res = $ua->request( GET $ARGV[ O l );
print $res—>content:

 
 

EX. 2042 at 1

Parus’s Expert Admitted  
 

EX. 1053 in |PR2020-00846, 111] 28-30 (Cited ’431 Reply at 12)
[EX. 1053 in |PR2020-00847, 111] 28-30 (Cited ’084 Reply at 15)]

DEMOi-JSTRATIVE EXHIBIT - NOT EVIDENCE

    
 

Deposition of Benedict Occhiogrosso (EX. 1051) at 110:15-17;111:13-17 (cited ’431 Reply at 12; ’084 Reply at 16)

’431 Reply at 11—12;
’084 Reply at 15-16

34



Embodiment Worked to Retrieve Information from Websites

Reduction-to-Practice Prong 2: No Evidence Shows a Constructed
’431 Reply at 13-15;
’084 Reply at 16-18 
 

 
“[A]ctua| reduction to practice...depends on the evidence that the invention, as conceived, was shown

to work for its intended purpose, before the date of the adverse reference. See, e.g., Holmwood v.

 
In re Steed, 802 F.3d 1311, 1316 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (cited '431 Reply at 8; ’084 Reply at 12)

Petitioners’ Expert 

 
Based on my experience with CV5 and with software development, I am aware

that it was common practice (including in the l999-2000 period referenced in Mr.

Kurganov‘s declaration) for software developers to store in a CVS repository

source code files that were still under development and may not yet (and might

never) work for their intended purpose. Therefore. evidence that code was stored

 
  

in CVS is not evidence that code worked for its intended purpose. 1 find' ,:

Le, that it ever actually retrieved information from websites.

 
 

EX. 1053 in |PR2020-00846, ‘Ii 33 (cited '431 Reply at 13)
[Ex. 1053 in |PR2020-00847, ‘Ii 33 (cited ’084 Reply at 17)]

Board’s Scheduling Order:
 

 
Patent Owner may file—

a. A response to the petition (37 C.F.R. § 42120). If Patent Owner

elects not to file a response, Patent Owner must arrange a conference call

  
 

with the parties and the Board. ‘: “ "" ‘  
 

Board’s Scheduling Order (Paper No. 10) at 8
DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

Parus’s Sur—Reply 

 
By December 17, 1999, another elnail between the two inventors

demonstrate that the web agents were completed. (Ex. 2020, 1i ”4; Ex. 2050).

Specifically in that email, Mr. Zhukoft‘ stated that, amongst his accomplishments for

the year, he had “[d]esigned/developed/implemented stock quote. weather. flight

—--------------------
 
 I

I

E 431 Sur-Reply at 12 (084 Sur-Reply at 14)

Parus’s Inventor 

Id. By December 17, I999 Valery sent me an email regarding what he had

accomplished over the course of the year. Ex. 2050. In that email, Valery indicated

that he had designed, developed, and implemented stock quote, weather, and flight

delay agents. Id.
 

EX. 2020 atfl 114  
Agents:
Designed/developed/implemented stock quote, weather, flight delays agents. .----

 
 

EX. 2050 at 1
35



No Evidence Shows That the Relied-Upon Code
’431 Reply at 13-15;

Worked to Retrieve Information from Websites [084 Reply at 16-18 
Petitioners’ Expert  

 

 
 

 
  

Regula:_exp:ess.ion=c~et a personalize-d forecast ("1 .+l :31 ( *l to

43. Additionallv. the evidence citedin Mr. Kurganov's declaration ("l {d “1 ‘:u“9“:.‘:c‘nal:“‘ns‘ . :ert‘FHaer: Us" “193' F H' Caeleg: sky: (.+) Wind: (. +l re-at:;ve hum;d;t3 (\Sol barometer:
. . . t.‘l td Cd td S-Da’ irecastz td (\Svitd (‘S+)td (\S+)T.d I‘nS+)::

demonstrates that the WA II was not operational for Its Intended purpose of (\S+) :d rd ed mi 3,}: t.-t ed (.-l :d ( +i :d (.+) ca‘ (.-) td 1“
, _ _ . , _ _ (\S+)&deg;le (\S')&degtd hi (\s+)sd-=\ :1: (\S+)&degtd hi

retrieving information from websites. because the aethathcrt) function calli (\SH @399; is Us-) sdegtd h; (\s+) 5.. ; l 3 (\S+) sdegtd hi
(\SH sdegnc: (\So) sclegtd td td HI". :1 Enter a city fer

which Mr. Kurganov‘s declaration asserts would lead to the above-discussed use of f’recascs * * * *

the regular expressions to perform information retrieval (Kllt‘gfll10\‘-D€Cl., ‘1 6&7
There are invnad—

was commented out of the source code. See Section V above. All the webgetpl 

wavs this regular expression could fail to find a match in the website‘s HTML
and weatherini code discussed above is called only if getWeathert) is called.

. . . . . . . code. due to potential mismatches (even seemingly very minor ones) between theTherefore, the ex'idencc shows that the WA ll did not work to retrieve intonnation

. . . hard-coded regular expression and the website‘s current textual content or layout.
from websrtcs. because any executable program generated by compiling the source 

* * * *

code would never direct the computer to execute the functionality oi'retricvmg 

Mr Kurganov's declaration does not provide information from websites. 

even a single test result demonstrating that any ofthe regular expressions in the

  
 

\crsions in the exhibits cited in the declaration were successful in actually

EX. 1053-in |PR2020-00847, TI 43 (cited ’084 Reply at 18)
[EX- 1053 In lPR2020-00846, ll 43 (Cited ’431 Reply at 14)] retrieving information from any \tcbpage ol‘an'v website. Mr. Kiirganov‘s

declaration also pro\ ides no evrdencc that the textual content and layout ot‘any of

the particular weather website \\‘ehpages that weatherini is written to access

Parus’s Sur-Reply actually matched the regular ex iressions in weatherini corresponding to those 
 

webpages at a particular time when the WA II was allegedly used. The HTML

code representing the content and layout of a webpage can change ofien. as

N O R ES PO N S E website owners and administrators change what content they wish to include and in
what order and visual layout. I find no evidence cited in Mr. Kurganov‘s   
declaration to demonstrate that the WA ll ever actuallv worked.

 

  
 

EX. 1053 in |PR2020-00847, 1] 38-42 (Cited ’084 Reply at 17)
[EX. 1053 in lPR2020-00846, TI 38-42 (Cited '431 Reply at 13)]DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE 36



Kurganov-262 Grounds 
DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE 37



Kurganov-262 ls § 102(b) Prior Art Because Claims 'osweutmnate-zs
’084 Reply at 1-4

Lack Written Description for Entitlement to Priority Claim '431Peuuonatso-ss
’431 Reply at 25-28
 

  
Feb. 5, 2001

Appl. 09/776,996 Filed Apr. 9, 2004
’431 Patent Appl. Filed

NOV. 29, 2001

Kurganov-262 Published May 3, 2012
(Appl. 09/775996) ’084 Patent Appl. Filed
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The Specification Lacks Written Description Support

for Periodically Searching to Identify and Add New Web Sites 
’084 Patent Claim 1 

l. A system for acquiring information from one or more
sources maintaining a listing of web sites by receiving
speech commands uttered by users into a voice-enabled
device and for providing information retrieved from the web
sites to the users in an audio form via the voice-enabled
device. the system comprising:

at least one computing device. the computing device
opcmtively coupled to one or more networks:

at least one speaker-independent speech-nuignition
device. the speaker-independent speech-recognition
device operatively connected to the computing device
and configured to receive the speech commands;

at least one speech-synthesis device. the speech-synthesis
device operatively connected to the computing device:

memory operatively associated with the computing
device with at least one instruction set for identifying

  

’084 Petition at 6-11

’084 Reply at 1-4
’431 Petition at 50-54

’431 Reply at 25-28

’431 Patent Claim 9  

wherein the computing device is further configured to
. ‘. i ,

   
 

information request provided by the user. the speaker-
independent speech-recognition device configured to
receive the speech command item the users via the
voice-enabled device and to select the corresponding

 
id com-uter is further

  
 

recognition granunar upon receiving the speech com-
mand:

the computing device configured to retrieve the instruc~
tion set corresponding to the recognition grammar
provided by the speaker-independent speech-recogni-
tion device:

the computing device further configured to access at least
one of the plurality of web sites identified by the
instruction set to obtain the information to be retrieved.
wherein the com utin device is further conti tired to

 
 ‘m , -, the computing device con-

ligured to ace I l t web site ot'lhe plurality ol'web
sites and. if the inl'onnalion to he retrieved is not l'ound
at the first web site, the computer configured to access
the plurality ol’weh sites remaining in an order defined
for accessing the listing ol'weh sites until the informa-
tion to be retrieved is found in at least one of the
plurality of web sites or until the plurality of web siteshave been accessed:

the speech synthesis device configured to produce an
audio message containing any retrieved inlonnation
from the plurality ol‘ web sites. and

the speech synthesis device further configured to transmit
the audio message to the users via the voice-enabled
device.
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None of the POR’s Citations to the Specification Disclose

“periodically search[ing]...to identify new web sites”

’084 Petition at 6-11

’084 Reply at 1-4
’431 Petition at 50-54 

All Cited
’084 POR at 31 -34
’431 POR at 46-50

First (Web Site) Embodiment 

An additional object of an embodiment of the present
invention is to provide a system and method that allows the
searching and retrieving ofpublicly available information by
controlling a web browsing server using naturally spoken
voice commands.

Second (Device) Embodiment 

 

’084 Patent at 3:13-16; ’431 Patent at 2:66-3:13 

The robustness and reliability of the voice browsing
system of the present invention is further improved by the
addition of a polling mechanism. This polling mechanism
continually polls or “pings” each of the sites listed in the
database 100. During this polling function, a web browsing
server 102 sends brief data requests or “polling digital data”
to each web site listed in database 100. The web browsing
server 102 monitors the response received from each web
site and determines whether it is a complete response and
whether the response is in the expected format specified by
the content descriptor file 406 used by the extraction agent
400. The polled web sites that provide complete responses in
the format expected by the extraction agent 400 have their
ranking established based on their “response lime”. That is,
web sites with faster response times will be will be assigned
higher rankings than those with slower response times. If the
web browsing server 102 receives no response from the
polled web site or if the response received is not in the
expected format, then the rank of that web site is lowered.
Additionally, the web browsing server contains a warning
mechanism that generates a warning message or alarm for
the system administrator indicating that the specified web
site has been modified or is not responsive and requires
further review.

In the

preferred embodiment. the devices 500 appear as “web
sites” connected to the network 502. This alloWs a network

interface system. such as a device browsing server 506. a
database 508. and a user interface system. such as a media
server 510. to operate similar to the web browsing server
102. database 100 and media server 106 described in the first

preferred embodiment above. 

’084 Patent at 21 :66-22:6; ’431 Patent at 17:50-57  The device browsing system 514 of this embodiment of
the present invention also provides the same robustness and
reliability features described in the first embodiment. The
device browsing system 514 has the ability to detect whether
new devices have been added to the system or whether
current devices are out—of—serviee. This robustness is

achieved by periodically polling or “pinging” all devices
500 listed in database 508.

 
 

’084 Patent at 23:26-33; ’431 Patent at 19:10-17

Abstract 

 The present invention relates to a system for acquiring
information from sources on a network. such as the Internet.   

 

’084 Patent at 21 :5-28; ’431 Patent at 16:56-17:12

’084 Patent Abstract; ’431 Patent Abstract

General 

 

 
Finally. it allows the voice browser system of the

present invention to dynamically adapt to changes in the
rapidly evolving web sites that exist on the Internet.

 
 

’084 Patent at 21 142-44; ’431 Patent at 17:26-28

DEMOi-JSTRATIVE EXHIBIT A NOT EVIDENCE

 
'lhe descriptions of the preferred embodiments described

above are set forth for illustrative purposes and are not
intended to limit the present invention in any manner.
Equivalent approaches are intended to be included within
the scope of the present invention.  
 

’084 Patent at 23:55-60; ’431 Patent at 19:40-44

’431 Reply at 25-28
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The Specification Only Describes “Polling” Known

Web Sites, Not Searching for New Web Sites 
Limitation 1.j 

wherein the computing device is further configured to

periodically search Via the one or more networks to

identify new web sites and to add the new web sites to

the plurality of web sites, ilixrs 4;‘4‘=fil§,‘ilii.illj-;   
 

‘084 Patent at Claim 1 (‘431 Patent at Claim 9)

Patent Specification 

ii i4: user This task is also known as “0

web browsin- servers 102 also ; ‘
   

 
ontent extraction.” The

 

 

   
 

‘084 Patent at 21:7-9; ‘431 Patent at 16:58-60

DEMOi-JSTRATIVE EXHIBIT A NOT EVIDENCE

’084 Petition at 7

’084 Reply at 1-4
’431 Petition at 50-51

’431 Reply at 25-28

Petition
 

a. The “First Embodiment” Does Not Provide Written

Description for Claim 1

The only thing “periodic” in the first embodiment is a “polling mechanism”

that measures response times of known web sites. ‘084-pulem, 4:4-21, 7: 17-22,

2115-44; l.ipri[f1]1l 80-8]. r N": iii-”2‘ "W i ‘ 
 (i.e., the “plurality ofweb sites” in claim 1), andm. ;: r «,9 i ,, s 41,.

.to that plurality of web sites, as [1 ii] recites. '084-pu/enl, 21 :7-9, 5:44-46,
20:48-52; Lipqlffl 8 l -83.

  
 

‘084 Petition at 7 (‘431 Petition at 51)

Board’s Institution Decision 

 
  As pointed out by Petitioner(Pet. 7), , 1 l i :,

   
  

‘ number based on the

individual web site’s response and speed, and  
 

‘084 DI at 33 (‘431 DI at 51)

41



Parus’s Written Description Arguments All Fail ’084 Petition at 6-11; ’431 Petition at 50-54
’084 Reply at 1-4; ’431 Replay at 25-28 

Parus’s POR Argues:

. A web search system “would include” identifying new web sites.
’084 POR at 32; ’431 POR at 47

. The specification’s “dynamically adapt[ing] to changes in...web sites” requires

identifying new websites.
’084 POR at 33-34; ’431 POR at 49

. The term “polling” means asking a website for a listing of URLs.
’084 POR at 34; ’431 POR at 49-50

. The inventors’ alleged reduction to practice included identifying new websites.
’084 POR at 32; ’431 POR at 47

. “Devices” in the second embodiment “may in fact be websites.”
’084 POR at 32-33; ’431 POR at 47-48

. The second embodiment could not detect a new device by polling devices “listed in

database 508” as disclosed.

’084 POR at 34; ’431 POR at 49
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Parus’s Written Description Arguments All Fail ’084 Petition at 6-11; ’431 Petition at 50-54
’084 Reply at 1-4; ’431 Replay at 25-28 
 

Parus’s POR Argues:

. A web search system “would include” identifying new web sites.
’084 POR at 32; ’431 POR at 47

. The specification’s “dynamically adapt[ing] to changes in...web sites” requires

identifying new websites.

. The term “polling” means asking a website for a listing of URLs.

. The inventors’ alleged reduction to practice included identifying new websites.

. “Devices” in the second embodiment “may in fact be websites.”

. The second embodiment could not detect a new device by polling devices “listed in

database 508” as disclosed.
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#1 : Parus’s Argument That a Web Search System 1084 petition am
’084 Reply at 2-4

“Would Include” Identifying New Web Sites ls Unsupported '431pefiuonatsw
’431 Reply at 26-28
 

Parus’s POR Parus’s Expert  

 
 

 

' I after reading the specification of the ‘43] Patent, APOSITA would understand thataweb

search system or engine would include the ability to “identify new websites” or

E_ . 2059 149, ONLY ALLEGED _____ engage in eb era 11'1g._ ONLY ALLEGED SUPPORTx at l SUPPORT I} W W I (NOT AN, EXHIBIT)  
’084 POR at 32 (’431 POR at 47)

 
  

Occhiogrosso Declaration (EX. 2059) 11 149‘____
Petitioners’ Expert Petitioners’ Expert  

 
 

cxlIIIIII I’Ilt-Il \\Illl the PI IR Occhiogrosso-Decl..!l 149.
Q. Now, you say that " 

  

<----------- at the time of the — of the priority date of the ’431
' 7

:. Sec Ex. 1049, pages 84-87. As 1 patent” rlght'

explained in my original declaration, functionality meeting limitation [I .i] was
 

“taught by Chakrabani" (LipolT-Orig.-Decl., 1] I IO), and “a POSA would have

  
 

understood that it was well-known in the prior art to include this feature in an Deposition of Stuart Lipoff (EX. 1049) at 80:20-24
See also ’084 Reply at 2; ’431 Reply at 26

  
 

infomiation-rctricval system" (l,ipot‘110rig.-Dccl., 1i l04), but -  
 

EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00847, 1] 3 (Cited ’084 Reply at 2)
EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00846, 1] 24 (Cited ’431 Reply at 26)

“A description which renders obvious the invention for

which an earlier filing date is sought is not sufficien 
Lockwood v. Am. Airlines, Inc., 107 F.3d 1565, 1572 (Fed. Cir. 1997)

(cited ‘084 Petition at 9-10; ‘431 Petition at 54)
DElt/‘lOl-JSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE 44



Parus’s Written Description Arguments All Fail
’084 Reply at 1-4; ’431 Replay at 25-28 
 

Parus’s POR Argues:

4sA—web—sea-reh—systenmiweuld—lnemaeiidenti-fying—new-we—b—sites:

. The specification’s “dynamically adapt[ing] to changes in...web sites” requires

identifying new websites.
’084 POR at 33-34; ’431 POR at 49

. The term “polling” means asking a website for a listing of URLs.

. The inventors’ alleged reduction to practice included identifying new websites.

. “Devices” in the second embodiment “may in fact be websites.”

. The second embodiment could not detect a new device by polling devices “listed in

database 508” as disclosed.
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#2: The Specification Only Describes Implement-in
’084 Reply at 1-4

Dynamically Adapting to Changes Within a Known Website '431petitionatsoa
’431 Reply at 25-28
 

Parus’s POR 

Imam ' ‘084 Patent at2lz42-44; Ex. 1004,y[00511; Ex.2059 art 153. Without Petitioners’ EXpert 

"identify[ing] new websites“ it would be impossible for the system to “dynamically  adapt to changes in the rapidly evolving web sites that exist on the lntemet.“ lat; ‘I s ‘. ._ .. w . g The “changes in the rapidly evolving web sites" that the

and ‘084 Patent, claim 1. specification describes "adapt[ing] to" are described not only at 21:39-44. but also
 

’084 POR at 33-34 (‘431 POR at 48-49) at 2:44-55 and 30:60-21:4 ofthe ‘084 patent, all of which are describing changesNote: ’084 Patent at 21:42-44 matches ’431 Patent at 17:26-28 —

within each known website already listed in the system‘s database. I. I. t » ii. I‘ .
Patent

  
 

EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00847, ‘fl 6 (cited ‘084 Reply at 3)
The web Site ranking method and system of the present EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00846, ll 27 (cited ,431 Reply at 27)

invention provides robustness to the voice browser system

and enables it to adapt to changes that may occur as web

sites evolve. For instance, the information required by a web

site 114 to perform a search or the format of the reported

response data may change. Without the ability to adequately
monitor and detect these changes, a search requested by a

Parus’s Expert 

 

user may provide an incomplete response, no response, 01‘ an Q. Okay. So column 2 and column 16 discuss the ability to detect

error. Such useless responses may result from incomplete similar types of changes mm; is that right?
data being provided to the web site 114 or the web browsing

server 102 being unable to recognize the response data A. Column 16 describes the inputWW

messages received from the searched web site 114. Wilt}-

'431 Patent at 16144-55; ’084 Patent at 20160-2114 Q. All Right. And Column 16 discussing detecting these changes, at
 

line 46 it says that, quote: “ . . .enables it to adapt to changes that

not get any information at all. The constant polling and may occur as web sites evolve ” end quote Is that right?
reranking of the web sites used within each category allows

the voice browser of the present invention to operate efii- A, Xes that’s what 1'1 sails
ciently. Finally, it allows the voice browser system of the

______.> present invention to dynamically adapt to changes in the
rapidly evolving web sites that exist on the Internet. Deposition of Benedict Occhiogrosso (Ex. 1051) at 57:12-15

(cite ’084 Reply at 3; ‘431 Reply at 27)

  
 

  
 

‘431 Patent at 17:23-28; ‘084 Patent at 21:39-44
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Parus’s Written Description Arguments All Fail ’084 Petition at 6-11; ’431 Petition at 50-54
’084 Reply at 1-4; ’431 Replay at 25-28 
 

Parus’s POR Argues:

kA-web—sea—reh—systemMeuld—ineludefldenti-f—yi-ng—new-we—b—sitesT

’I I‘l' I’ _

Wat-QNW—atllg

. The term “polling” means asking a website for a listing of URLs.
’084 POR at 34; ’431 POR at 49-50

. The inventors’ alleged reduction to practice included identifying new websites.

. “Devices” in the second embodiment “may in fact be websites.”

. The second embodiment could not detect a new device by polling devices “listed in

database 508” as disclosed.
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#3: Parus’s Argument That the Specification’s “Polling” Means

Asking a Website for a Listing of URLs is Unsupported and W ong 
Parus’s POR

’084 Petition at 6-7

’084 Reply at 4
’431 Petition at 50-51

’431 Reply at 28

Parus’s Expert 

The specification also describes "polling or ’pinging‘" in the first
___________ _ _ ,. _ ..

embodiment 084 Patent, 2| 3-38 llie process ol “pinging a website irieasures

the speed [1) which a message tr;i\ els to a specific website and tlial website prmrdes

a response. [ix 205‘) at Tl ISS Polling is something more A POSI'I'A would

understand that “pol ling" includes asking for irillrrrrrrrtrriri from a website, incl udnrg 

a listing ot‘ URLs or asking a website of a search engine to prmide new website

information as done in the reduction to practice l£\ 205‘) at ' lSS—
 
 

 
->

 
155. The specification also describes “polling or 'pinging‘" in the first

embodiment, '43! Patent. 16564712. The process of "pinging" a website

measures the speed b_\ which a message travels to a specific website and that website

profidcs a response. Polling is generally understood as somewhat more involved.

A POSlTA would understand that "polling" includes asking for infonnaiion from a 

website. including a listing of the current links or URLs provided by the website.——

which is a common web crawling technique.
 

’084 POR at 34 (’431 POR at 49-50)

Patent 

The robustness and reliability of the voice browsing

system of the present invention is further improved by the
addition of a polling mechanism. This polling mechanism
continually polls or “pings” each of the sites listed in the

database 100. During this polling function, a web browsing

server 102 sends brief data requests or “polling digital data”
to each web site listed in database 100. The web browsing

server 102 monitors the response received from each web

site and determines whether it is a complete response and
whether the response is in the expected format specified by
the content descriptor file 406 used by the extraction agent
400. The polled web sites that provide complete responses in

the format expected by the extraction agent 400 have their

ranking established based on their “response lime”. That is,
web sites with faster response times will be will be assigned
higher rankings than those with slower response times. If the

web browsing server 102 receives no response from the

polled web site or if the response received is not in the
expected format, then the rank of that web site is lowered.
Additionally, the web browsing server contains a warning

mechanism that generates a warning message or alarm for
the system administrator indicating that the specified web

site has been modified or is not responsive and requires
further review.

  
 

Occhiogrosso Declaration (EX. 2059) 11 155 at 80

Petitioners’ Expert

NO EVIDENTIARY SUPPORT

 

 
I

disagree. and in my opinion a POSA would have disagreed. i find no basis or

evidence in Mr. ()cchiogr'osso's declaration to support his assertion that "polling" 

means asking a website for a listing ol‘links or URLs, and no basis or evidence

anywhere for the POR‘s assertion that “polling" means asking a search engine to

pro\ ide new website inlbnnation. The specification nowhere describes asking a

website for a listing ol‘linlts or URLs or asking a search engine to pr‘m ide new

website irrtbr'irrrrtiori. The specification explicitly describes what "polling" does:

the "polling function..sends...‘polling digital data‘ to each web site listed in

database l0(l[.|.,.rnonitors the response. . . and determines whether it is a complete

response and whether the res )onsc is in the ex )ected format.“ and adjusts the

websites ranking on that basis. ‘084 patent. 21:5«28.

 
 

’084 Patent at 21 :5-28
’431 Patent at 16:56-17:12

EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00847, 1] 7 (Cited Reply at 6)
EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00846, 1] 28 (Cited Reply at 22)
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#3: The Board Correctly Found That the Specification’s “Polling”

Only Describes Polling Known Websites Listed in the Database

’084 Petition at 6-7

’084 Reply at 4
’431 Petition at 50-51

’431 Reply at 28
 

Petition Patent  

a. The “First Embodiment” Does Not Provide Written

Description for Claim 1

The only thing “periodic” in the first embodiment is a “polling mechanism”

that measures response times of known web sites. ’084-putenl, 424-21, 7: 17-22,

 
 

21:5-44; IJpQfl'fiHi 80-81. ,

(i.e., the “plurality of web sites” in claim I), and 1:7‘11 ,1: 1,1 ‘1 J ’- r. '1

'0 that plurality of web sites, as [H] recites. ’084-patem, 2 I 27-9, 5:44-46,
20:48-52; Lipolffl 8I-83.

 
 

 
 

‘084 Petition at 7 (‘431 Petition at 51)

Board’s Institution Decision: 

   
  

As pointed out by Petitioner (Pet. 7),

.1 number based on the

individual web site's response and speed, and 1. ~ '

 
 
 

‘084 DI at 33 (‘431 DI at 51)

DEMOI'JSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

 
The robustness and reliability of the voice browsing

system of the present invention is fin‘ther iimroved b the
addition of a i "‘ ‘ '  
  

 

 
 server 102 sends brief data requests or “polling digital data”

server 102 monitors the response rece1ved from each web
site and determines whether it is a complete response and
whether the response is in the expected format specified by
the content descriptor file 406 used by the extraction agent
400. The polled web sites that provide complete responses in

the format ex-ected b theextractionagent 400 have their
web sites with faster response times will be will be assigned
higher rankings than those with slower response times. If the
web browsing server 102 receives no response from the
polled web site or if the res onse received is not in the
expected feneee then mini—Il—
Additionally, the web browsing server contains a warning
mechanism that generates a warning message or alarm for

the system administrator indicating that the specified web
site has been 1 1' ; and requires
further review.

Since the web browsing servers 102 access web sites
based upon their ranking number, only those web sites that
produce useful and error-free responses will be used by the
voice browser system to gather information requested by the
user. Further, since the ranking numbers are also based upon
the speed of a web site in providing responses only the most

time eflicient sites are accessed. This s stem assures that
users will get amn‘111 : 11 :5 :1 1: .' 1 1

Without this feature, users maybe provided

 

 

the voicebrowser of the presentinvention to operate efli-
ciently. Finally. it allows the voice browser system of the
present invention to dynamically adapt to changes in the
rapidly evolving web sites that exist on the Internet.

 
 

‘084 Patent at 215-44; ‘431 Patent at 16:56-17:28 49



#3: All the Specification’s Mentions of “Polling” Websites Describe

Determining Response Speed and Format of Known Websites

Patent
 

A preferred embodiment of the voice browser 5 stem andmethodusesa ,» 2 '

that allows the system to s 2 »
adapt to those changesin real-time. This enables the voice
browser system of a preferred embodiment to deliver highly
reliable information to users over any voice enabled device.
This ranking system also enables the present invention to
provide rapid responses to user requests.

  
 

 

 

‘084 Patent at4z4-21; ‘431 Patent at 3:58-4:8

 

 

This taskis also known as “content extraction" The
web browsin servers 102 also erform the task of 7 E ' ‘ ‘

 niscusset

 

‘084 Patent at 7:17-23; ‘431 Patent at 7:4-13  8. The system of claim 1, wherein the compnutig device

  east one 01' more 0

to t e location ofromt e comput1ngc,ev1ce an

the information to be retrieved from each web site the
computing device fiirther configured ‘ ‘ to the plurality of web sites
 

 
 

‘084 Patent, Claim 8; ‘431 patent, Claim 8

All cited ‘084 Petition at 7; ‘431 Petition at 51
DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

 
The robustness and reliability of the voice browsing

system of the present invention is fiirther imroved b the
additionofa ‘ .w . 
  

 

.. iif: During this polling function a web browsing
server 102 sends brief data requests or “polling digital data”
to "f - = a . The web browsing

server 102 monitors the response received from each web
site and determines whether it is a complete response and
whether the response is in the expected format specified by
the content descriptor file 406 used by the extraction agent
400. The polled web sites that provide complete responses in

the format ex-ected b the extractionagent 400 have their
web Sites With faster response times will be will be assigned
higher rankings than those with slower response times. If the
web browsing server 102 receives no response from the

polled web site or if the resonsereceived is not inthe
expected format then the ' _ ...:‘ .2 .2 .
Additionally the web browsing server contains a warning
mechanism that generates a warning message or alarm for

the system administrator indicating that the specified web
site has been My. 2' ; and requires
further review.

Since the web browsing servers 102 access web sites
based upon their ranking number. only those web sites that
produce useful and error-free responses will be used by the
voice browser system to gather information requested by the
user. Further, since the ranking numbers are also based upon
the speed of a web site in providing responses only the most

time eflicient sites are accessed. This s stem assures that
users will get .;', r- ; _ '1 :- .2:y 7,:

Without this feature. usersmay be provided
w1t ormation that is not relevant to their re uest or ma

not get any information at all

 u it."—

 

 
 

 

 

  
the voicebrowser of the present invention to operate efli-
ciently. Finally. it allows the voice browser system of the
present invention to dynamically adapt to changes in the
rapidly evolving web sites that exist on the Internet.

 
 

‘084 Patent at 215-44; ‘431 Patent at 16:56-17:28

’084 Petition at 6-7

’084 Reply at 4
’431 Petition at 50-51 

’431 Reply at 28

50



Parus’s Written Description Arguments All Fail ’084 Petition at 6-11; ’431 Petition at 50-54
’084 Reply at 1-4; ’431 Replay at 25-28  

Parus’s POR Argues:

kA—web—sea-reh—systemiweuid—ineiudelidenti-fy-i-ng—newwe—b—sites:

identifiting—new—websites
Weakaaeaswgeams

kThetermflpei-Iingimeans—askingawebsitefeeaJisflngef—URst
sweamm—ame—sg

. The inventors’ alleged reduction to practice included identifying new websites.
’084 POR at 32; ’431 POR at 47

. “Devices” in the second embodiment “may in fact be websites.”

. The second embodiment could not detect a new device by polling devices “listed in

database 508” as disclosed.
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#4: Parus’s Allegation of Actual Reduction to Practice

ls Irrelevant to Written Description [084Replyam
’431 Reply at 26-27 

Parus’s POR
 

Ex. 2059 at 1] I49, A POSITA would

“[R]eduction to practice, absent an

adequate description in the

specification..., does not serve...

for purposes of § 112.”

understand that a search system as described by the ‘43 I Patent would need to adapt

to the changing intemet by identifying new websites. Ex. 2059 at I49. This is  
5 3; EX- 2059 31W 44-91- Enzo Biochem v. Gen-Probe, 323 F.3d 956, 969 (Fed. Cir. 2002)

(cited ‘084 Reply at 2—3; ‘431 Reply at 26-27)

  
 

‘084 POR at 32 (‘431 POR at 47)

Petitioners’ Reply
 

Parus alleges the “need to. ..identify[] new websites. . .is continued by. ..the
5

system that inventors reduced to practice.” POR, 32. No evidence corroborates Parus s sur-Reply
 

that WA-II practiced limitation [1.i]. Infra § IV.B.2.a.iii. Even ifit had, that is

irrelevant to written description in the parent specification. , ’ s v‘ z I .

NO RESPONSE  
    

 

‘084 Reply at 2—3 ('431 Reply at 26-27)
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Parus’s Written Description Arguments All Fail ’084 Petition at 6-11; ’431 Petition at 50-54
’084 Reply at 1-4; ’431 Replay at 25-28 

Parus’s POR Argues:

1984—99R-at—32—43—1—PQR—at—4:

Z—The—speeifleatien—S—dynamiealIy—adaptpngHe—ehangeslm—web—slteS—Feqawes

identifying—[Mates
1984—P—QRat—33-34—4134—PQR—ai—49

3.—T—he—term-‘pefling—means-asking—a—website—feFa—Hstingef4URL5—
WQR—aI—BW—PQR—BMW

Hheinventersialleged—Feduetien—te—pnaeflee—ineluded—identifying—neW—websitesn
4984KPQR31L32=434=PQR>33=4¥

5. “Devices” in the second embodiment “may in fact be websites.”
’084 POR at 32-33; ’431 POR at 47-48

6. The second embodiment could not detect a new device by polling devices “listed in

database 508” as disclosed.
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#5: The Board Correctly Rejected Parus’s Argument That the '431Peiti0" at51-53;’431Rep'vat25-28
Specification’s Household Devices in Second Embodiment Are Websites 

Parus’s POR Patent
  

  A second embodiment of the present invention is depicted

in FIG. 5. This embodiment provides a system and method

for controlling a variety of devices 500 connected to a

In the preferred [second] embodiment, ' j: ‘ - » network 502 by using conversational speech commands

ymneded‘o‘hefle‘wom _' - lsa°wsane 0’ spoken into a voice enabled device 504 (i.e., Wireline ormte ace system, such as dev1ce browsmg server 506, a database 508, -
ereless telephones Internet Protocol (EP) phones, or otherand a user interface system, such as media server 510 similar to the

web browsin sever 102 database 100 and the media server 106 soecial wireless units The networked devices may include
" ' ' For instance voice commands

 
  

A closer look at this disclosure shows that the

 

  
described in the first preferred embodiment above.

’431 at 17:50-58; Ex. 1004 at ‘II [0054] (emphasis added). ‘ to comm I
  
 

‘084 POR at 33; ‘431 POR at 48

  
 

‘084 Patent at 21:52-62; ‘431 Patent at 17:36-46
Board’s Institution Decision: 

  

 
stage of the proceeding because, “[flor each device 500, the database 508

contains a record,” which record contains “at least a device identifier, which

may be in the fomi ofa URL." Id. at 21:6(r2211, 22: 15717. Dr. Lipoff

testifies that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have understood this

' . because the device browsing server 
can access a URL to communicate with the device.” Id. (emphasis added).

At this stage of the proceeding, we credit Dr. Lipoft’s testimony. It follows
device identifier URL “to be the device’s network address on the local

that we are
network 502, similar to how a web site has a URL as its network address on

the web.” Ex. 1002 1] 90 (emphasis added). Dr. Lipoff explains that a Prelim. Resp. 35.

   
 
 

‘084 DI at 34; ‘431 DI at 52
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Because lt Fails to Meet Other Limitations of the Claim

’084 Patent Claim 1 

 
l. A system for acquiring information ii'om one or more

sources maintaining a listing of web sites by receiving
speech commands uttered by users into a voice-enabled
device and for providing information retrieved from the web
sites to the users in an audio form via the voice~cnabled
device. the system comprising:

at least one computing device. the computing device
opcmtivcly coupled to one or more networks:

at least one speaker-independent speech-mcognition
device. the speaker-independent speech-rwognition
device opemtively connected to the computing device
and configured to receive the speech commands:

at least one speech-synthesis device, the speech-synthesis
device opemtively connected to the computing device:

memory operatively associated with the computing
device with at least one instruction set for identifying
the infomtation to be retrieved the instruction set being
associated with the computing device. the instruction
set comprising:

a plurality of web site addresses for the listing of web
sites. each web site address identifying a web site
containing the information to be retrieved:

will one mnitiommmnr ussoc'mted with the
 

 

#5: The Second Embodiment Also Cannot Provide Written Description
’084 Petition at 9

’431 Petition at 53

Peflfion
 

 
 

 
 
  
 

Furthermore,

beyond [I .i]. For example,

-“ifthe information... is not found at the first web site,... access the
plurality of web sites remaining in an order... until the information to be retrieved

is found”), and that limitation would not have made sense in the second

embodiment for controlling particular devices. Lipoffii 92.

 
  Lockwood v. Am. Airlines, Inc, 107

F.3d 1565, 1572 (Fed. Cir. 1997).

 
 

 
 

   
identify neiiv web sites and to add the new web sites to
the plurality of web sites. the computing device con-
figured to access a first web site of the nlurali ofweb

 
 the speech synthesis device configured to produce an

audio message containing any retrieved infomtution
ii'om the pittmiity oi'wcb sites. and

the speech synthesis device further configured to transmit
the audio message to the users via the voice-enableddevice.

‘084 Petition at 9; ‘431 Petition at 53

‘_____________-
Parus’s POR & Sur-Reply 

NO RESPONSE

  
 

DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE
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Parus’s Written Description Arguments All Fail ’084 Petition at 6-11; ’431 Petition at 50-54
’084 Reply at 1-4; ’431 Replay at 25-28 
 

Parus’s POR Argues:

kA—web—sea-reh—systemiweuid—ineiadelidenti-fy-i-ng—newwe—b—sites:

identifiting—new—websites
Weegg-adgagwggémg

kTheteFmflpei-Iingimeans—askingawebsitefeeaJisflngef—URst
sweamm—ame—sg

WWQWWW
QWWW++

5.49evieeslin—theeseeendembodimentimay—m43e4—bewebsitesi
megaawwmeoeamm

6. The second embodiment could not detect a new device by polling devices “listed in

database 508” as disclosed.

’084 POR at 34; ’431 POR at 49
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#6: The Specification ls Explicit That the Second Embodiment

Polls the Devices Listed in the Database 
Parus’s POR 

The specification describes a system where new devices I web sites are

discovered The specification describes polling or pinging "each device 500.“ '084

Patent, 23:3I-33; Ex. 2059 2111 l55. That includes polling or pinging new devices

as well as the devices listed in database 508. Id. The second embodiment simply

 
  

polls or pings all devices on the network 502.

Ex. 2059 at T:

I54. That runs counter to the description in the '084 Patent, Instead, only known

devices would be polled or pinged A POSITA would understand that the described

“polling or 'pinging‘" describes a process where by existing and new devices and/or

websites are discovered. Ex. 2059 at ‘5. l54.

  
 

’084 POR at 32, 34 (’431 POR at 47-49)
See also ’084 Sur-Reply at 3 (’431 Sur-Reply at 25)

Patent
 

'1‘l-l1.'w.111 ll 11“; llllTlle

device browsing system 514 has the ability to detect whether
new devices have been added to the system or whether

current devices are out-of—service. l‘his robustness is 

  

 

- 1. 1 . 1 '17 T e oev1ceurows1ng server 506
periodically polls each device 500 and monitors the
response If the device browsing server 506 receives a
recognized and expected response from the polled device,
then the device is cateorized as bein reco nized and
in-service.However, ' ‘ ' ‘ '

1 1 1 » 1 1 warning message or a
report may then be generated tor the user indicating that a
new device has been detected or that an existing device15
experiencing trouble.

  
 

DEMONSTRATNE EXHIBIT - NOT EV'DENCE ’084 Patent at 23:28-44; ’431 Patent at 19:15-28

’084 Petition at 7-8

’084 Reply at 3-4
’431 Petition at 50-53

’431 Reply at 27-28

Board’s Institution Decision:
 

 
The second embodiment appears to have

the ability to “detect whether new devices have been added to the system or

whether current devices are out-of-service." Id. at 23:29—31 (emphasis

added). Such detection of a new device appears to be

and "[i1f the

device browsing server 506 receives a recognized and expected response

from the polled device,“ it is categorized as being known and “in-service."

Id. at 23:35—38. If, however, the server receives an unexpected response,

then the device is identified as being “new." Id. at 233841. Thus. the

disclosed method of detecting whether a new device has been added to

  
 

browsing system 514 appears _

simply deducing that a new device was added. Id. at 23:26—41. 1 I

 
 

’084 DI at 33-34; ’431 DI at 51

Petitioners’ Expert 

   and I find no explanation or evidence in Mr.

Occhiogrosso‘s declaration to the contrary. Also. the disclosure at 23:26.44 of the

‘084 patent only discusses generating “[a] waming message or a report. . . for the

user indicating that a new device has been detected," and nowhere describes

adding a new network location or any other device identifier to the database.
 
 

EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00847, 1] 5 (Cited ’084 Reply at 4)
EX. 1057 in |PR2020-00846, 1] 26 (Cited ’431 Reply at 19-20)
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#6: The Board Correctly Rejected

Parus’s POPR

Parus’s Attempt to Mix-and-Match Embodiments

Board’s Institution Decision  

 
The first

embodiment describes using the voice browser system to browse web sites, while

the second embodiment describes using it to browse devices However, the

 
  

disclosure makes it clear that

. d to the first embodiment system for browsing web

sites. (E.g., Ex. lOOl,21:65-22:6, 23:26-31, 23156457; Ex. 1004.11 [00541,11 [0061],

11 [0063]).

"'""'1 
 

Parus’s POR  The first embodiment disclosed describes using the voice browser system to

browse web sites, and the second embodiment describes using the voice browser

 
  

system to browse devices, However. the disclosure makes it clear that

. and to the first embodiment system for browsing web sites.

'084 Patent at 21:66-2226, 73:26-33. 23:55-60; Ex. 1004, 1| [0054], '11 [0061], 11

[0063].

 
Id. at 23:38—41, Thus, the

disclosed method ofdetecting whether a new device has been added to

l1 ‘1 t .1 l 1‘ lilll‘

browsing system 514 appears to involve little more than receiving an

unexpected response afler a periodic polling of all known devices, and

simply deducing that a new device was added Id. at 23:26—41. Patent

  
59.

At this stage of the proceeding, we credit Dr. Lipot‘t‘s testimony. It follows

 
 
 

’084 DI at 33-34; ’431 DI at 51-52

Petitioners’ Reply  
 

’084 POPR at 35; ’431 POPR at 53; ’084 POR at 32; ’431 POR at 47-48 

Parus’s Sur—Reply 

 NO RESPONSE   
DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

 
 
 

1 (‘ompare POR, 32—33 with POPR, 35-36; Paper 9 ("D1"),

31-34 (rejecting POPR‘s argument that “two exemplary embodiments“ “are not

exclusive," and being “unpersuaded” that "devices in the second embodiment may

 
 

in fact be websites“). '

Ex. 2059 ("Occhiogrosso-
  

Decl."), 1111 150-153, 'l'ym I-‘Ire Prods. v. l'iclaullc,1PR2016-00279. Paper 40 at 22

(June 12, 2017) (expert declaration that "repeat[s] verbatim Patent Owner's

argument without additional facts or data. . . is entitled to little or no probative

weight 37 C.F.R. § 42.65.").

 
 

’084 Reply at 1—2 ('431 Reply at 25-26)

’084 Petition at 6-11; ’431 Petition at 50-54
’084 Reply at 1-4; ’431 Replay at 25-28 
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Parus’s Written Description Arguments All Fail
’084 Reply at 1-4; ’431 Replay at 25-28 
 

Parus’s POR Argues:

4.—A—web—sea-Feh—systemiweuld—inemdeiiden-ti-fying—new-we—b—em

WWW

identifiymg—HeW—websitee
334333333344343333133

3¢The4enmflpevl-Iing1means—ask4ng—awebsitefeFa—Hsfing-ef—URL&
-334333333434343933343—33

.II‘ ’IIII' ‘EIIFIT. I‘.‘

‘33¢993.3L3_43¢P~3:: 4 333—24:

5.49evieesiin-the—seeendembedimentimay4niaet—bewebsitesi
33¢3©33L333343¢3333L4343 
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Parus’s Patents Fail to Meet the Requirements

for Written Description to Claim Priority ’084Petitionat6-11:’431Petiti°n at50-54’084 Reply at 1-4; ’431 Replay at 25-28 

“[T]he hallmark of written description is disclosure. Thus, ‘possession as shown in the disclosure’ is

a more complete formulation... [Tjhe test requires an objective inquiry into the four corners

of the specification from the perspective of a person of ordinary skill in the art.”
 

Ariad Pharms., Inc. v. Eli Lilly & C0,, 598 F.3d 1336, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (Cited ‘084 DI at 32; ‘431 DI at 50)

“A description which renders obvious the invention for which an earlier filing date is sought

is not sufficient.”

Lockwood v. Am. Airlines, Inc, 107 F.3d 1565, 1572 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (cited ‘084 Petition at 9-10; ‘431 Petition at 54)

“[V\/]hi|e each element may be individually described in the specification, the deficiency was the lack of

adequate description of their combination...‘Whi|e each element may individually be discussed

neither the specification nor drawings clearly support the claimed embodiment as a whole.”’

 
Hyatt v. Dudas, 492 F.3d 1365, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (italics original) (Cited ‘084 Petition at 9-10; ‘431 Petition at 53-54)

“To the extent that Purdue contends that a person of skill in the art would isolate and combine aspects

from various embodiments in the specifications (including patents incorporated by reference involving

a different drug) to obtain the claimed invention, Purdue relies upon the wrong test. A description that

merely renders the invention obvious does not satisfy the written description requirement.”

 
Purdue Pharma L.P. v. Recro Tech., 694 F. 794, 797—98 (Fed. Cir. 2017) (cleaned up) (cited ‘084 Petition at 10; ‘431 Petition at 54)
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Law Requires Demonstrating Possession of the Claimed

Invention Within the Four Corners of the Patent 

Board’s Institution Decision:

’084 Petition at 6-11; ’084 Reply at 1-4
’431 Petition at 50-54; ’431 Replay at 25-28

Petition
 

A description adequate to satisfy 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph,

“must ‘clearly allow persons of ordinary skill in the art to recognize that [the

inventor] invented what is claimed.’ In other words, the test for sufficiency

is whether the disclosure of the application relied upon reasonably conveys

subject matter as of the filing date.” Ariad Pharmax, Inc. v. Eli Lilly & ('70.,

598 F.3d 1336, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en banc) (citation omitted, alteration

in original).

 
from the perspective of a person of ordinary skill in the art. Based on that

inquiry, the specification must describe an invention understandable to that

skilled artisan to show that the inventor actually invented the invention

claimed.” lot: see also Vux—(Tath. Inc. v. Mahur/rar, 935 F.2d 1555, 1563—64

(Fed. Cir. 1991) (stating that “the applicant must also convey with

reasonably clarity to those skilled in the art that, as of the filing date sought,

he or she was in possession of the invention,” which, “for purposes of the

‘written description’ inquiry, [is] whatever is now claimed").

   
c. Written Description Cannot Be Found by Plucking

Elements from the Different Embodiments

* 'k 'k *

written description of the claim. Lipoflfil 93; Hyatt v. Dudes, 492 F .3d 1365, 1371

(Fed. Cir. 2007) (affinning written description rejection, because even though

 
  

"each element may be individually described in the specification

(emphasis

 
 

 
 

 

original); Tram Video l:'Iec.v.. Ltd. v. Sony l:'/ec.v.. Inc., 822 F. Supp. 2d 1020,

1026—27 (N.D. Cal. 2011)

(citing Hyatt);

Purdue Pharmu LP. v. Rec-r0 Tee/7.. l.l,( ', 694 F. App’x 794, 797 (Fed. Cir. 2017)

Lockwood, 107 F.3d at
 
 

‘084 DI at 32 (‘431 DI at 50)

DEMOi-ISTRATIVE EXHIBIT - NOT EVIDENCE

‘084 Petition at 9-10 (‘431 Petition at 53-54)
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Parus’s Sur-Reply 

511;:‘1 :l‘u; ziij’illicnin": hm: stii'i‘ociowf \lrsclma >l‘ imat girl on Hr As to claim 1.i. I l i )

 
  One of ordinary skill

in the art should understand that “polling” allows a system to discover new websites.

devices as disclosed in the second embodiment is not limited to known devices. It

expressly discloses adding new devices to the system. If it were restricted to known

devices, new devices could never be added.
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Challenged Independent Claims

’431 Patent Claim 1 

 
l. A system for retrieving infomtation from prc-sclcctcxi

weh . es by uttering speech eonununds into a voice enabled
device and for providing to users retriever! information in an
audio fomi via said voice enabled device. said system
comprising:

a computer. said computer operatively connected to theintemct:
a voice enabled device openttivcly connected to said

computer. said voice enabled device configured to
receive speech commands from users:

at least one speaker-independent speech recognition
device. said speaker-independent speech recognition
device operatively connected to said computer and tosaid voice enabled device:

 

at least one speech synthesis device. said speech synthesis
device opemtively connected to said computer and to
said voice enabled device:

at least one instruction set for identifying said infomtation
to be retrieved. said instruction set being associated
with said computer. said instruction set comprising:
a plurality of pro-selected web site addresses. each said

web site address identifying a web site containingsaid infiirmation to be retrieved;
at least one recognition grammar associated with said

computer. each said recognition grammar corrapond-
ing to each said instruction set and corresponding to a
speech command:

said speech command comprising an information request
selectable by the user.

said speaker‘independent speech recognition device con:
figured to receive from users via said voice enabled
device said speech command and to select the corre-
sponding recognition grammar upon receiving said
speech command:

said computer configured to retrieve said instntction set
corresponding to said recognition grammar selected by
said weaker-independent speech recognition device:

said computer further configured to access at least one of
said plurality ofweb sites identified by said instruction
set to obtain said inl'omiation to be retrieved. said
computer configured to first access
said plurality of web sites and. if id information to be
retrieved is not found at said lirst web site. said
computer configured to sequentially access said plural—
ity ol'wch sites tmtil said inlbmtation to be retrieved is
found or until said plurality of web sites has beenaccessed:

said speech synthesis device configured to produce an
audio message containing any retrieved infomtation
[him said pro-selected web sites. and said speech
synthesis device further configured to transmit said
audio message to said users via said voice enableddevice.
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l. A system for acquiring information li'orn one or more

sources maintaining a listing of web sites by receiving
speech commands uttered by users into a voice-enabled
device and for providing information retrieved from the web
sites to the users in an audio fomi via the voice-enabled
device. the system comprising:

at least one computing device. the computing device
operativcly coupled to one or more networks:

at least one speaker-independent speech-recognition
device. the speaker-independent speech-recognition
device operatively connected to the computing device
and configured to receive the speech commands:

at least one speech-synthesis device. the speech-synthesis
device operatively connected to the computing device;

memory operatively associated with the computing
device with at least one instruction set for identifying
the information to be retrieved. the instruction set being
associated with the computing device. the instruction
set comprising:

a plurality of web site addresses for the listing of web
sites. each web site address identifying a web site
containing the information to be retrieved;

at least one recognition grammar associated with the
computing device. each recognition grammar corre‘
sponding to each instruction set and corresponding to a
speech command. the speech command compn ng an
information request provided by the user. the speaker»
independent speech-recognition device configured to
receive the speech command from the users via the
voice-enabled device and to select the corresponding
recognition grammar upon receiving the speech cont-
mand:

the computing device configured to retrieve the instruc-
tion set corresponding to the recognition grammar
provided by the speaker-independent speech-recogni-
tion device:

the computing device further configured to access at least
one of the plurality of web sites identified by the
instruction set to obtain the infomtation to be retrieved.
wherein the computing device is further configured to
periodically search via the one or more newvorks to
identify new web sites and to add the new web sites to
the plurality of web sites. the computing device con-
figured to access a first web site of the plurality of websites and. il‘thc information to be retrieved is not found
at the first web site. the computer configured to access
the plurality ofweh sites remaining in an order defined
for accessing the listing ofweh sites until the infomia-tion to be retriever! is found in at least one of the
plurality of web sites or until the plurality ol‘wcb siteshave been accessed:

the speech synthesis device configured to produce an
audio message containing any retrieved infomiation
trom the plurality of web sites. and

the speech synthesis device further configured to transmit
the audio message to the users via the voice-enabled
device.
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